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Plagiarism controversies bring attention
to a question pastors face when
preparing material for the pulpit:
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Testimonies and research at a United
Kingdom tribunal paint a harrowing
picture of China’s intentions to assimilate
the ethnic group by force

WORLD’s coverage of the battle for the
unborn highlights the highs and lows of a
movement with often unexpected allies
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A YEAR OF RIOTS

STEVE FARR/TROY, MAINE

I don’t think it would be a bad thing if
we used a land area the size of Delaware on raising laying hens. There
would be a lot more families enjoying
mid-scale farming.

KATHY CONNORS/MEDINA, WASH.

Sadly, parts of Seattle and Portland
now look like Third World countries.
Recently, on a drive between these
once-great cities, I witnessed 175 miles
littered with tents, grocery carts, needles, and garbage. The same “pro-
environment” politicians who have
ruined the natural beauty now want
more of our tax dollars for their Green
New Deal.
TULSA’S CENTURY OF LESSONS
JUNE 26, P. 17—NEIL SLATTERY/
FORT WORTH, TEXAS

Thank you for the great report on the
Tulsa Race Massacre. Number me
among those who grew up unaware of
the event. Special compliments to
Michael Reneau and his explanation of
the Oklahoma Commission’s “digging
up” of facts and details.
INSIDE HEARTS AND HEADS
JUNE 26, P. 74—CINDY AKRE/PLANO, ILL.

A well-written novel should change
you, helping you see the path through
a particular trial. And that is one of
the things I love most about fiction: It
often speaks directly to the need for a
perspective shift. And Christian fiction
points directly to our Savior.

BACK ROADS BACK IN TIME
JUNE 26, P. 82—ERNIE BOWMAN/LAPEER, MICH.

A YEAR OF RIOTS
Sophia Lee’s article
was exceptional. The
personal interviews
made the situation so
much more real. I
prayed especially for
Victoria Beach and
that her flicker of
hope would grow.

JUNE 26, P. 41—CINDY FLETCHER/SAVANNAH, GA.

Thank you for Emily Whitten’s recommendations of classic books. As a certified Biblical counselor, I heartily
recommend two other classics on Biblical counseling: Paul David Tripp’s
Instruments in the Redeemer’s Hands
(2002) and David Powlison’s Seeing
With New Eyes (2003).

Thanks for the book recommendations. I just finished This Is Chance! by
Jon Mooallem. Super read!

WORLD Magazine amazes me with its
article topics. I do not have an answer
about cage-free chickens and eggs.
And I will take the higher ground and
not mention which came first—I don’t
know that, either!

JUNE 26, P. 33—HEATHER HOOVER/TELFORD, PA.

I have a slight disagreement with Sharon Dierberger’s review of Cruella. My
12-year-old and I loved it! It was fun to
watch a movie with no sex, minimal
language, and a different type of violence. And it did have a pro-life theme
snuck in there.
THE CHRISTIAN WALK

JUNE 26, P. 81—BARRY BERTRAM/
CAMPBELLSVILLE, KY.

JUNE 26, P. 58—JULIE POEHLMAN/DENTON, MD.

IN NEED OF PUPPIES

JUNE 26, P. 48—ELLEN JONES/
JACKSONVILLE, FLA.

BEACHY-KEEN READS

THE CAGE-FREE SCRAMBLE

Thanks, Marvin Olasky, for stopping
by our town. It’s barely more than a
faded little map dot, but that’s half the
reason why we like it. Plus, now it’s a
faded little map dot in a WORLD Magazine feature—tanks at the VFW post
and all.

CORRECTIONS
LETTERS AND COMMENTS
EMAIL editor@wng.org
MAIL WORLD Mailbag, PO Box 20002,

Asheville, NC 28802-9998
WEBSITE wng.org
FACEBOOK facebook.com/WNGdotorg
TWITTER @WNGdotorg
INSTAGRAM instagram.com/WNGdotorg
PLEASE INCLUDE FULL NAME AND ADDRESS.
LETTERS MAY BE EDITED TO YIELD
BREVITY AND CLARITY.

Deborah Somuano works in the external and employer relations office of
Lone Star College (“A summer of
work?,” July 17, p. 51).
Hope Awards finalist Westside Ministries is located in California’s Central Valley (“The Word and work at
Westside,” July 31, p. 60).
READ MORE LETTERS AT WNG.ORG/MAILBAG
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Notes from the CEO K EV I N M A RT I N

Grateful for WORLD
history
To defend the faith revealed
in Scripture meshes with today’s
journalistic mission

H

AVE A LOOK AT THE COVER DATE of this magazine: It’s our first
issue for the month of August and most closely coincides with
what must be considered our anniversary day, Aug. 10, 1981.
That was the cover date of the first issue of the first newsmagazine published by our organization, It’s God’s World..
Our staff worked for months to produce that first issue, of
course, so that pushes the true “start date” back into at least
the spring of that year. And that same group of employees had
been publishing magazines prior to our launch of newsmagazines, so the
true start date is hard to pin down.
Ultimately, I suppose we could look back to June 11, 1942, and we may
celebrate that date as an 80th anniversary of sorts next year—as we’re
always looking for opportunities to celebrate God’s goodness to us. That
is the date of our original incorporation in North Carolina as the Southern Presbyterian Journal Company.
While the specific purpose of that organization obviously was denominational, its broader mission, “to defend and perpetuate ‘the Faith once
delivered to the Saints’ as revealed in the Holy Scriptures of the Old and
New Testaments,” certainly is congruent with the purposes of the Biblically objective journalism we practice at WORLD today.

6
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BIBLICALLY OBJECTIVE
JOURNALISM
DEMANDS REPORTING,
ANALYZING, AND
FORMING OPINIONS
BASED ON
ETERNAL TRUTH.

Nobody from those early days is still
around. Because of that, it’s hard to know
how much today’s WORLD shares with
the original Journal. We know many
things have not stayed the same. Joel Belz
arrived at the Journal in the late ’70s,
and by the time he took over the organization in 1985 (the same year we
changed our corporate name), I think
it’s safe to say he knew some changes
needed to be made, both in the organization’s business model and in its
approach to some important issues.
But while some important things did
change, the most important things did
not: the organization’s commitment to
Scripture as the basis for truth, and its
emphasis on the defense of the faith
through publishing.
Those two commitments underlie
WORLD’s mission today. The word “publishing” has many new meanings—
beyond putting ink to paper—but
Biblically objective journalism demands
reporting, interpreting, analyzing, and
forming opinions based on the eternal
truth of the Old and New Testaments.
In that sense, we hope we’ll be pursuing our mission 40, 80, even 100 years
from now, if God allows us to continue
that long. 

EMAIL kevin@wng.org
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Voices J O E L B E LZ

MODELING, BY ITSELF,
ISN’T THE SAME AS
HELPING SOMEONE
ADOPT A PARTICULAR
BEHAVIOR.

Prayer for the world
Shaping a generation of
prayer warriors

I

T’S HARD TO SAY, based on the brief accounts
in Matthew 6 and Luke 11, just how accomplished
one disciple of Jesus might have been in the
practice of prayer. We’re not even told precisely
which of the disciples bluntly and boldly asked
Jesus, “Lord, teach us to pray.”
Was that just the simple and naïve request
of a beginner in his relationship with Jesus? Or
was it the more advanced query of someone who sensed
he and his colleagues were living day by day in a close
relationship with the King of the universe? Did either
of them have any idea what kind of power they were
dealing with?
Jesus’ response fit both inquirers—and everyone
else you can think of. His prompt and terse reply was
the 70-word blueprint that ever since has been known
as the Lord’s Prayer. What amazes me more and more
is the applicability of the few words of that prayer to
any person’s or group’s concerns or needs.
So why, against that background, and that ageless
pattern from the Lord’s own mind and mouth, do most
of us throughout the Church do such a slovenly, hitand-miss job of teaching our children how to pray?
Why do so few of them turn out to be prayer warriors?
Most observers would call ours a purposely Christian
home. But neither my wife nor I remember purposely
constructing a specific plan to help our children learn
what it meant to be a thoughtful pray-er. In retrospect,
that may be because I wasn’t such a pray-er myself. Nor
do I remember from my childhood such a purposeful
plan by my parents—both of whom were godly people.
But modeling, by itself—while important—isn’t the
same as helping someone adopt a particular behavior.
Jesus, of course, did both with His disciples.

8
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If all that seems like a particularly gloomy account,
you’ll be cheered to hear of the experience of a teacher
at a Christian school in Illinois. For some time, this
teacher had been helping her eighth graders stretch
their knowledge of world affairs by listening every day
to WORLD Watch, a daily 10-minute account of global
news our staff here at World News Group launched last
year.
“What grabbed my attention,” she told us, “was how
over several months the maturity of these students grew
in a manner none of us had anticipated. We had started
by encouraging the boys and girls to pray for the people close to them and their families. So they prayed for
their pets and for one family’s car that had been damaged in an accident. Nothing wrong with this, of course.
But the focus was mostly inward.
“That’s when we noticed an important change. When
WORLD Watch became part of their daily schedule, the
kids’ prayers got bigger. Now they prayed for people
in other countries who had no guaranteed meal at the
end of the day. The subject matter of the students’
prayers had little by little become bigger and bigger
in importance.
“Maybe most compelling was the drop in temperature in the discussion among the students. As they
prayed about specific needs around the world, their
anger level subsided.”
How could we here at World News Group not be
excited by such an account? How could we not have a
growing sense that God—Our Father, who art in
heaven—was opening a daily door for us to offer practical prayer assistance to boys and girls in thousands
of home and school settings?
Exactly 40 years ago this month, we launched our
first weekly newsmagazine for children. Since then, our
team has developed expertise I never dreamed of. Nothing in all those years, though, matches the opportunity
to develop young hearts and minds as prayer warriors
for the kingdom of God. 
EMAIL jbelz@wng.org
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Radio: You can take it with you.

Sound journalism for your speakers
Are you an NPR fan who’d prefer a Christian perspective? This toprated, daily news program called The World and Everything in It
might be your thing.

Ever wish you were a proverbial fly on the wall in a room full of
thought leaders and newsmakers? Try Listening In with
Warren Smith.

Is your home library filled with dusty tomes? Do you own more
than one blazer with elbow patches? You might be able to keep
up with the Olasky Interview.

Are you on a first-name basis with the staff of your local rescue
mission? Do friends and colleagues often ask you to join the
boards of nonprofits? Effective Compassion seems like a good fit.
Can you name all of the Supreme Court justices? Have you
thought about taking the LSAT? Listening to Legal Docket
is a much more engaging way to understand the U.S.
legal system.

Listen to the latest episodes on
your favorite podcast app and at wng.org/radio.
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News A n a lys i s

By t h e Nu m b ers

Hu m a n Ra ce

Qu o t a b l e s

Qu i ck Ta ke s

Communists of the Caribbean
Cuba continues quelling opposition
by Michael Reneau

S

HIRTLESS YOUTHS RUN THROUGH HAVANA’S STREETS chanting against the Communist
government. Some climb out from cars that resemble relics from American Graffiti
more than a modern economy. Bicyclers pedal down the street before officers hop out
of military trucks and begin arresting protesters. In some corners, government agents
track down protesters and beat them with clubs.
That describes the protests that shook Cuba on July 11 of this year, and the ones on
Aug. 5, 1994, on Havana’s Malecón, the sea wall/boardwalk that faces the Caribbean
and the United States. The 1994 protests, which became known as the Maleconazo,

REUTERS/ALEXANDRE MENEGHINI
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People shout
slogans
against the
government
during a
protest in
Havana on
July 11.
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News A nalysis

came after food and medicine shortages,
as did those in 2021.
The 1994 protests came in a particularly challenging time for Cuba’s Communist government. When the Soviet
Union disintegrated in 1991, about onethird of Cuba’s economy disappeared
with it. Cuba faltered without the behemoth to prop it up. In 2021, protests came
after a yearlong pandemic that stretched
even well-functioning economies.
Fidel Castro reacted quickly to the
pressure in 1994. After venturing to the
Malecón himself, Castro went on television and announced that anyone who
wanted to leave Cuba for the United
States could. In the weeks that followed,
some 35,000 Cubans did. In 2021, though,
Cuban President Miguel Díaz-Canel so
far has not pushed for a U.S. safety valve.
Instead, he called for Cuba’s “revolutionary” citizens to confront protesters
in the streets. He shut off ordinary citizens’ access to the internet and the social
media platforms that fueled the protests.
He blamed the United States and a
“Cuban-American mafia” for the unrest.
He forced Cuban citizens to attend staged
pro-government rallies.
Other Communist governments have
faced similar pressures. In the late 1980s,
as the Soviet Union began its collapse,
Mikhail Gorbachev showed military
restraint when protests broke out. He led
his country through a series of political
reforms that eventually unraveled the
Iron Curtain.
China, on the other hand, faced student demonstrations in 1989 and cracked
down in what became known as the
Tiananmen Square massacre, with the
iconic image of a single protester staring
down a tank. Hundreds, maybe thousands died: We may never know the
actual death toll. Since then, the Chinese
Communist Party has implemented brutal measures such as the one-child policy
and modern-day concentration camps
for Uyghurs (see p. 44).
In Cuba, Díaz-Canel’s actions in the
coming weeks may signal how brutal—
and how desperate—the Cuban Communist Party is now. Cuba after 1994
12
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bounced back, aided by Latin American
allies such as Venezuela and a burgeoning tourism industry that peaked during
the administration of U.S. President
Barack Obama. Hoping exposure to the
West would foment political reform,
Obama ended embargoes with Cuba and
lifted economic sanctions without asking
for systemic political reform on behalf
of Cuba’s citizens.
Current U.S. President Joe Biden—
Obama’s vice president—indicated on the
campaign trail a return to the Obama era’s
warmer relations with Cuba following

CUBA HAS
ARRESTED AT
LEAST 600
PROTESTERS AND
PROSECUTED
ABOUT 60.

Donald Trump’s reimplementation of
embargoes and sanctions. Then July 11
happened. Biden initially had tough words
for Díaz-Canel and levied new sanctions
on some officials. Then his administration
discouraged Cubans from sailing for the
United States, citing dangerous conditions.
Obama in 2017 overturned a Clinton-era
“wet foot, dry foot” policy that allowed
Cubans reaching U.S. shores illegally to
pursue permanent residency. The change
put Cubans in line with U.S. treatment of
other unauthorized immigrants—something the Castro regime welcomed at the
time, and neither Trump nor Biden modified Obama’s policy.
Florida Republicans such as Sen. Marco
Rubio and Gov. Ron DeSantis have called
for tougher action from Biden on Cuba,
including using U.S. satellites to restore
internet service to Cuban citizens. But so
far Díaz-Canel continues locking up July
11 protesters. The Madrid-based Cuban
Observatory for Human Rights estimated
Cuban officials have arrested more than
700 Cubans since the July 11 protests.
Voice of America reported that Cuba
has arrested at least 600 protesters and
prosecuted about 60. We’ll probably
never know the real number, since socialist systems are rarely transparent. Whatever the ultimate reaction from Biden
and Díaz-Canel, the conditions on the
ground leading up to July 11 are one more
example of socialist failure.
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$28M

The price one anonymous man paid at a
charity auction for a spot
on Bezos’ July 20 space
flight. He pulled out
days before the launch,
making way for an
18-year-old passenger.

BIG MONEY,
BIG AIR

4

The number of commercial flights SpaceX plans
for customers to the
International Space
Station over the next
two years.

70,000

The number of users to
sign up for Starlink,
the satellite-based
internet service provider
from Musk’s SpaceX that
promises high-speed
internet anywhere
on Earth.

42

The width (in inches)
of the windows on Blue
Origin’s New Shepard
space vehicle. Their
height is 28 inches,
markedly larger than
Virgin Galactic’s
airplane windows.
ILLUSTRATION BY KRIEG BARRIE
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THE NUMBER OF MINUTES billionaire Richard Branson spent in space July
11 during a test flight of one of his company’s rockets. Branson’s Virgin
Galactic is one of several private companies headed by well-known billionaires to begin offering trips to space for well-heeled private citizens.
Joining Branson in the new billionaire space race are SpaceX founder Elon Musk
and Amazon founder Jeff Bezos, whose aerospace company Blue Origin began taking tourists to space in July.
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TESTIFIED

Sgt. Aquilino Gonell told members of a
U.S. House panel he thought he was going
to die during the Capitol riot on Jan. 6.
Three other police officers testified about
their experiences before the Democrat-led committee on July 27. Metropolitan Police Officer Michael Fanone said
he could hear rioters chanting, “Kill him
with his own gun.” House Speaker Nancy
Pelosi, D-Calif., said it was important to
“find the truth,” but many in the GOP
called the committee redundant because
of other investigations. They also complained Pelosi stacked the committee
with members who will ask only the
questions she wants them to ask.
EXITED

Robert Aaron Long stands before Judge Ellen McElyea.

SENTENCED

Spa shooter
pleads guilty

Aaron Long gets four
life sentences but faces charges
in four more shootings

R
14

to four of the eight murders
he is accused of committing in March. The shooting spree at Asian
massage businesses in the Atlanta area stoked fear of race-based
violence among Asian Americans. On July 27, a judge gave Long four
sentences of life in prison without parole in the killings at Young’s
Asian Massage Parlor in Cherokee County, Ga. Prosecutors there said
they believe shame over having engaged in inappropriate behavior
at the businesses motivated Long, 22, to commit the killings—not
racial hatred. Long said he planned to kill himself the day of the
shootings but decided to kill the people inside the spas instead. Across
the county line in Atlanta, prosecutors plan to request a “hate crime
sentence enhancement” and the death penalty if a jury convicts Long
of murder. He allegedly shot and killed four women of Asian descent
at two spas in the city.
OBERT AARON LONG PLEADED GUILTY
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After a shaky performance on vault on
July 27, world champion American gymnast Simone Biles walked away with her
trainer and returned to cheer from the
sidelines for the rest of the team final.
She said she was not in the right “headspace” to compete. The Russian Olympic
Committee women’s team took gold,
pulling three points ahead of Team USA,
which won silver. “We also have to focus
on ourselves, because at the end of the
day we’re human, too,” Biles later said.
“So, we have to protect our mind and
our body, rather than just go out there
and do what the world wants us to do.”
She also withdrew from the all-round
final two days later.
RENAMED

After more than a century as the Indians,
Cleveland’s Major League Baseball team
will no longer go by that name. The decision follows nearly a year of discussions,
140 hours of interviews with community
leaders and office personnel, and survey
results from 40,000 fans. Owner Paul
Dolan said last summer’s social tensions
pushed him to fast-track the name
change. The team stopped wearing the
caricatured “Chief Wahoo” logo in 2018
after years of protests from Native American groups. Dolan said two 1932 stone
art deco statues known as “the traffic
guardians” at the entryway of Cleveland’s Hope Memorial Bridge inspired
the new name. “Guardians” is the fifth
franchise name since Cleveland became
a major league team.
BEN GRAY/ATLANTA JOURNAL-CONSTITUTION VIA AP
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“With this text, we have gained nothing
and lost freedoms.”
French lawmaker ALAIN DAVID, a Socialist, on a law the French Parliament passed July 23
that allows the government to close churches, mosques, and religious groups that incite hatred or
violence. The Wall Street Journal reported that the law, meant to discourage Islamic separatism,
also requires parents to obtain permission to homeschool.

“The bottom line is that the Hispanic
values are pro-God, pro-life, and pro-country.
And we are conservatives down here.”
GOP congressional candidate MONICA DE LA CRUZ-HERNANDEZ, who in 2020 came within 3
percentage points of winning a South Texas district that has never sent a Republican to Congress,
on the movement of Hispanics in South Texas toward the Republican Party.

“When I wake up in the morning I am
talking about mice, and then when I go to bed
I am still talking about mice.”
Mouse researcher STEVE HENRY, whom Australian farmers are consulting to help them
trap and kill the rodents amid an infestation in the country. The mouse plague has led to millions
of dollars in crop losses, according to The Washington Post.

“We wanted to show that every woman,
everybody, should decide what to wear.”
German Olympic gymnast ELISABETH SEITZ, commenting July 23 on the
ankle-length unitards she and fellow gymnastic team members wore during qualifications
in Tokyo. The German Gymnastics Federation earlier this year called the team’s
choice of attire a stand against “sexualization” in the sport.

“A negative encounter.”
How a state government safety website in Queensland, Australia, describes a shark attack. In an
effort to clean up sharks’ reputation as man-eating monsters, some Australian officials now avoid
the word attack and instead refer to incidents or interactions.
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SUNDAY TRIM For the first time
2 since
at least the 19th century, New

Qu ic k Take s

York barbers can legally cut hair on Sundays. New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo on
July 13 signed legislation to repeal a law
dating back at least 125 years that had
banned Sunday haircuts. Cuomo called
the prohibition, which imposed a $5 fine
for first offenses and up to 25 days in jail
for subsequent offenses, a relic from an
era of so-called blue laws that banned
certain activities on the Sabbath. State
officials say the ban was rarely enforced.
OF THEIR LANE Scripture tells
3 OUT
of the folly of building a house on

1

OFF-ROAD RAMEN
FISH IN LAKE CONWAY , just 30 miles north of Little Rock, Ark., narrowly missed out on the meal of a lifetime on July 13. That’s when a
tractor-trailer hauling 10 tons of food veered off the road and overturned in the lake. According to a Facebook post from the Arkansas
Game and Fish Commission, the truck driver escaped without serious
injury, but the semi remained partially submerged. Its payload? Twenty
thousand pounds of dried ramen noodles. Regrettably for the fish,
though, the ramen did not spill out of the cargo hold into the lake,
which might have subsequently transformed into soup. State officials
said the lake also appeared to be uncontaminated by diesel fuel or
oil. Lighthearted commenters online were quick to speculate about
the value of the overturned load: “So they lost $30 worth of ramen?”
wrote one.
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sand. But what about on bowling balls?
A Michigan man found roughly 160 bowling balls buried next to his home’s foundation during a project to demolish his
back staircase. Homeowner David Olson
of Norton Shores, Mich., discovered the
balls were made by Brunswick Bowling
Products. Olson said that when he contacted the firm for more information,
former company officials told him workers from their now-shuttered plant in
nearby Muskegon used to take scrapped
balls home and use them as an alternative
to gravel or sand. Olson plans to use some
of the excavated balls in landscaping and
sculpture projects at home.

LIPO LOCKDOWN Authorities near
4 Charleston,
S.C., closed down one of

the state’s busiest bridges after a citizen
phoned in a complaint about a suspicious
box on July 10. After police inspected
pictures of the large, locked metal box
with red and green buttons abandoned
on the east side of the Ravenel Bridge,
they asked transit authorities to shut
down traffic across the Cooper River.
After investigating, a bomb squad
opened the box to discover it contained
a liposuction machine. The scare halted
bridge traffic for roughly three hours,
and police say they don’t know how the
machine got there.
SPIKING THE WATER Thanks to
5 some
tipsy water buffaloes, law

enforcement officials in the Indian state
of Gujarat recently charged three farmers
with illegally stashing alcohol. The trio
of farmers became concerned when their
livestock began frothing at the mouth
ILLUSTRATION BY PHIL WRIGGLESWORTH

7/26/21 4:44 PM

and behaving erratically. They eventually
called in a pair of veterinarians, one of
whom noticed a strange smell coming
from a watering trough and tipped off
police. Investigators later found bottles
of booze—some of which had leaked—
inside the trough. Alcohol is prohibited
in Gujarat. Police eventually seized 101
bottles of liquor and cited the farmers
for violating the state’s prohibition law.
A BURGER TO GO Sometimes hun6 ger
can’t wait. Police in Worcester,

Mass., say they caught up with an alleged
thief when she took a break from a car
chase through Worcester to navigate her
vehicle into the drive-thru lane at a
McDonald’s on July 13. Police got a report
of a stolen pickup truck early in the day
from a citizen who had GPS tracking on
the vehicle. The victim helped direct
police to the pickup’s location by phone
before police spotted the vehicle. Police
say 38-year-old Johanna Gardell drove
off when officers tried to make a stop,
beginning a low-speed chase through
Worcester’s streets. After striking multiple vehicles, Gardell turned in to a
McDonald’s to buy food, police said. Officers finally were able to arrest Gardell
in the restaurant’s parking lot.
FOR EVERY DOG According
7 toA BUN
the National Hot Dog and Sausage

YOU WON’T
BELIEVE IT.
SOMEONE BROKE
INTO OUR HOUSE
AND CLEANED
THE ENTIRE
THING.

given the Tampa Bay Lightning another
offseason to possess the famous trophy.
Instead, the silver chalice will be sent in
for repairs. Rough handling during postgame festivities, including a raucous boat
parade, led to a large dent in the trophy’s
top rim. Lightning officials now must
send the Stanley Cup back to Canada for
repairs before players and team officials
can take turns with it during the sport’s
offseason. The trophy has been awarded
to winning hockey teams since 1893.
ENTERING, CLEANING
9 BREAKING,
Tom Motzel returned to his New Jer-

sey condominium and discovered a big
surprise—a clean home. According to
Motzel’s wife Beth, her husband immediately called her with the news. “He said,
‘You won’t believe it. Someone broke into
our house and cleaned the entire thing,’”
she told WCBS. An apologetic note left
at the house ultimately revealed the mystery: A housecleaner had accidentally
cleaned the wrong condo. Louis Angelino, 27, meant to clean his friend’s condo
but got mixed up on the address. When
he found a key underneath the welcome
mat, Angelino entered the Motzels’ home
and cleaned up for two hours. After discovering he was at the wrong home,
Angelino promptly quit the job and left
the property.

Council, hot dogs typically are sold in
packs of 10. And hot dog buns usually
come in clusters of eight. The council
says it’s pretty much always been that
way, and neither bun makers nor sausage
suppliers want to change. Enter an interested third party: Heinz Ketchup Canada.
In an effort to sort out the mismatch,
Heinz launched a social media campaign
to solicit signatures for a Change.org
petition seeking to force hot dog and bun
makers to agree upon an equal number
for their products. By July 12, the petition
reached 25,000 signatories. Ironically
for Heinz, though, hot dog connoisseurs
don’t consider ketchup kosher. The
National Hot Dog and Sausage Council’s
etiquette guide says only children should
eat their hot dogs with ketchup.
MISHANDLED STANLEY Winning
8 the
NHL’s Stanley Cup for a second

consecutive year on July 7 should have
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Voices JA N I E B. C H E A N EY

Serving the
Big Picture

Americans’ attitudes about
work may be changing

S

TARTLING STATISTIC: The Department of
Labor recorded 4 million job resignations in
April alone. We already know of jobs going
vacant. You may even have experienced a twohour wait time at a short-staffed restaurant.
But that might be just the beginning of “the
Great Resignation,” a social trend that
Anthony Klotz, associate professor of management at Texas A&M, predicts. Judging by rumbles
on TikTok and Reddit, the Great Resignation might be
a real “movement.” As many as 1 in 4 employees report
they plan to use up vacation days this summer and
resign from their present jobs in the fall.
Since the shutdown, they’ve had time to consider
the future. Would they prefer flexibility to a 9-to-5
office schedule? Are their current jobs what they really
want to be doing in 10 years? Have they come to appreciate their enforced leisure? Would they rather have
more time for family, social gatherings, or the great
outdoors? When jobs begin to churn again in the fall,
wouldn’t they rather jump ship and look for something
better?
Maybe, says Jack Kelly at Forbes, but not so fast. “In
surveys, respondents can be brave and talk tough,” but
he predicts most employees will stay put. And in September, when federal unemployment benefits dry up,
analysts predict a Great Return. It’s no sin to pine for
work satisfaction, but don’t quit your day job to seek
it.
In my own work history, flexibility was the thing I
valued most. The thing I hated worst was driving to
the same place at the same time and doing the same
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WORKING “AS TO THE LORD”
MEANS NOT ONLY
FOR HIM BUT WITH HIM:
A PRICELESS PRIVILEGE .

thing every Monday through Friday. As a child, I
dragged my feet and complained about household
chores. After high-school graduation, my mother practically had to push me out the door to get a summer
job so I could go to college. Not much of a work ethic,
in other words. My parents, for all their virtues, made
no particular effort to instill a work ethic in me, perhaps
because they took it as a given for any responsible
adult.
In these days of unemployment checks, disability
insurance, and government stimulus money, work is
more of a lifestyle choice. You could devote yourself to
a career at the expense of family. You could jump from
job to job searching for the perfect fit. You might even
be able to get by with no job at all.
Both workism and the Great Resignation may signal
a shift in how the middle class views work. Whether
knocking ourselves out for a career or dreaming of early
retirement, the goal is self-serving, or whatever we see
as good for us. But the Bible teaches that work is itself
good for us. Working “as to the Lord” means not only
for Him, but with Him: a priceless privilege.
And what’s more, in His economy, all legitimate
work reflects the Lord Who Works, from menial to
prestigious and everything in between.
In Hail, Caesar!, a comedy about 1950s Hollywood,
Marxist screenwriters kidnap Capitol Pictures’ top box
office draw, Baird Whitlock. While waiting for the ransom to be delivered, Whitlock enjoys the afternoon
getting schooled by the Communists, and upon returning to the studio he blithely explains to production
manager Eddie Mannix that the industry is a fraud. He’s
met some smart guys who have “actually figured out
the laws that dictate everything. It’s all in a book called
Kapital. With a K.” Capitol with a C is really just a fatcat operation, a factory serving up lollipops for the—
that’s where Eddie literally slaps the mixed metaphors
out of him. “This studio’s been good to you, and to
everybody who works here,” and furthermore, that
cheesy Bible epic starring Whitlock “has worth. And
you have worth if you serve the picture. And you’re
never gonna forget that again.”
All of us serve the Big Picture, including the Lord
Himself, who made it. May we never forget it.
EMAIL jcheaney@wng.org TWITTER @jbcheaney
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LESSON

1

1 Home on the road
2 Footgolf
3 Captain Tom’s help
4 Stamp puzzle

Clear the way! There is
a house coming through.

It is tricky to
move a house.

Tim Brown must love his house.
He did not sell it. He had it moved!
Up on rollers the old house went.
It rolled slowly along. Watch out!
It came to rest six blocks away.

Imogen Papworth-Heidel
juggles a soccer ball to
raise funds for frontline
workers in the UK.

Nice and easy . . .
The movers had to
be very careful.

READ MORE

page 16

The six-bedroom house was built 139 years ago on Franklin Street in San Francisco, California.
Owner Tim Brown had it moved six blocks to Fulton Street. House mover Phil Joy said that trees
were trimmed, power lines were lifted up, parking meters were ripped out, and traffic signs
were taken down before the move. You could walk faster than the house crept along.
Mr. Brown paid thousands of dollars to have his house moved. Proverbs 24:3 reminds us,
“By wisdom a house is built, and by understanding it is established.”
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TALE OF
MORTALITY
M. Night Shyamalan’s
Old is a time-twisting
horror film that forces
viewers to number
their days
by Collin Garbarino
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W

ATCHING OLD, the newest tale of suspense from director M. Night
Shyamalan, I couldn’t help but think of how Psalm 90 compares our
brief human lives to grass that withers by day’s end. In this unsettling
movie, the characters pass through their entire lifetimes within 24
hours.
Guy (Gael García Bernal) and Prisca (Vicky Krieps) take their
two young children, Maddox and Trent, to a luxurious tropical resort,
where the manager arranges for the family a special day trip to a
private beach. Another family joins them: a cardiovascular surgeon
(Rufus Sewell), his trophy wife, his daughter, and his mother. The
private beach feels a little less private when the party finds a rapper named MidSized Sedan (Aaron Pierre) sitting on the beach and when another married couple
arrives. But what starts out as an opportunity to enjoy the sun and sand turns
weird when the children inexplicably
become teenagers after a couple of hours.
On this beach, the vacationers realize
they’re aging at the rate of about one
year every half hour. They try to leave,
but the beach becomes more ominous
when they discover they’re unable to
escape. Their holiday turns into a nightmare as children become adults, adults
become elderly, and the elderly become
dust.
Shyamalan loosely based the film on
the graphic novel Sandcastle by Pierre
Oscar Lévy and Frederik Peeters, but Old
carries Shyamalan’s idiosyncratic and
somewhat pretentious style. His characters don’t just talk. They utter lines burdened with meaning. The foreshadowing
is especially heavy with characters
talking about “living in the moment”
and “being too focused on the future.”
Shyamalan’s signature tight camerawork
reaches the point of caricature in this
film, but the close-ups highlight the
anguish of people coming to terms with
their fate. And of course, in true Shyamalan fashion, an inevitable twist at the
end explains the hows and whys of what’s
come before.
Old isn’t for everyone. It’s a horror
movie (albeit one with comparatively
little gore), and it earns its PG-13 rating
for disturbing images, a brief instance
of foul language, and a scene of rear
female nudity. Among the movie’s faults,
the narrative violates its own rules at

SHYAMALAN
CRITIQUES OUR
CONCERNS OVER
RACE, BEAUTY,
AND MONEY.
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points, and unlike Shyamalan’s best film,
The Sixth Sense, the surprise ending of
Old doesn’t seem to be a natural consequence of the central conceit.
By now, watching a Shyamalan movie
has become an exercise in solving a puzzle rather than enjoying a story. Thus,
viewers who aren’t familiar with Shyamalan’s career will be perplexed by what
they experience in this film, which is akin
to a modernist stage play: There’s essentially one setting and a relatively small
cast. The dialogue doesn’t pretend to be
natural, but characters say what needs
to be said in the moment to set the suspenseful atmosphere or raise philosophical points. I admit, however, Shyamalan’s

ability to make a bright sunny beach feel
dark and foreboding impressed me.
Despite its flaws, Old prompts worthwhile reflection on human mortality.
Most horror movies derive their horror
from focusing on unnatural death, but
the Bible teaches all death is an aberration: It wasn’t supposed to be this way.
Shyamalan forces us to ponder the horror of natural death by speeding up the
process, and he critiques our concerns
over race, beauty, and money. After all,
what do those things matter if all humans
are under the same doom? What things
are truly important? Maybe our lives
really aren’t as long as they seem.
Old reminds audiences that though
we might not see much change from day
to day, we’re all moving toward death.
UNIVERSAL STUDIOS
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by Collin Garbarino

Children of the 1980s knew in every episode of He-Man and the Masters of the
Universe at some point they’d see their
hero lift his sword and proclaim, “By the
power of Grayskull!” In Netflix’s newly
released reboot, that expectation goes
unfulfilled. Pivoting away from the
hyper-masculinity of the original cartoon,
Masters of the Universe: Revelation contains precious little He-Man, instead
oﬀering something more palatable to our
current age.
Throughout the original series, the
evil Skeletor tried to seize the magical
power of Castle Grayskull, but He-Man
continually stopped him. In the first episode of this reboot, Skeletor finally
achieves his goal, but both he and He-Man
die when Skeletor unleashes the castle’s
magic. Subsequent episodes follow three
warrior women in their attempt to restore
order to the universe.
The animation pays tribute to the cartoon style of the 1980s, and the series
boasts a star voice cast, including Sarah
Michelle Gellar (as Teela, the real hero of
the series), Lena Headey, Mark Hamill,
and Liam Cunningham.
Showrunner Kevin Smith probably
intends to be transgressive by removing
masculinity from He-Man and hinting at
a lesbian subtext. Instead, he’s just confirming Hollywood’s current ideological
mood, oﬀering a series that alienates
longtime fans.

B OYS A N D TOYS Hasbro introduced the first G.I. Joe action figure, a 12-inch doll inspired by the U.S. military, in 1964, five years after Mattel debuted Barbie.

All-new He-Man

CLASSIC COMBAT

Ninja warriors get their kicks in G.I. Joe
origin story Snake Eyes
by Bob Brown

THE SHRILL CLANGING of dueling swords in Snake Eyes: G.I. Joe
Origins, the third film in the G.I. Joe series, left my ears ringing long
after I left the theater. Set mainly in Japan, the film features blackrobed ninjas slashing long, curved blades and making gravity-defying
leaps. A besieged good guy fends off countless blows from a gang of
baddies attacking in single file. It’s all the stuff of a classic martial
arts movie—plus giant magic anacondas.
The film tells the backstory of G.I. Joe team member Snake Eyes
(Henry Golding), whose search to find the man who murdered his
father 20 years earlier lands him in the middle of a power struggle
for control of the Arashikage clan. Tommy (Andrew Koji) hopes Snake
Eyes, should he pass the Three Challenges, will help protect his family from Kenta (Takehiro Hira), a gun runner and possible Cobra
organization terrorist. Loyalty clashes with vengeance.
Plot twists arise from the unexpected choices of flawed heroes and
remotely redeemable villains and keep
the sock ’em–saturated film passably
interesting. A couple of hard-kicking lady
warriors give the film extra punch—with
no sensuality. Modern viewers will dig
the lush cinematography and spiffed-up
fight scenes: showdowns on screaming
My Little Pony:
motorcycles and atop a car-carrying semi
The Movie (2017)
hurtling down a Tokyo highway. The
The Lego Movie (2014)
film’s PG-13 rating comes primarily from
Battleship (2012)
brutal but mostly bloodless violence.
Transformers (2007)
The nearly clean dialogue (only two
Clue (1985)
expletives) was a relief to my ears.

MASTERS OF THE UNIVERSE: REVELATION: NETFLIX; SNAKE EYES: PARAMOUNT PICTURES; MY LITTLE PONY: LIONSGATE
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A PROFILE IN
PUPPETRY
by Marty VanDriel

S

UNNY DAYS, SWEEPING those clouds away, on my way, to
where the air is sweet!” If you’ve started singing the next
two lines of this familiar ditty already, then you probably
grew up in the 1970s or ’80s, watching Sesame Street on
PBS (or on CBC if you grew up in Canada like me).
Street Gang: How We Got to Sesame Street (available
on Amazon Prime and other streaming services) chronicles
the fascinating early years of the influential and sometimes
controversial kids’ show.
Alarmed at low literacy rates among inner city children
who were watching dozens of hours of television weekly,
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F I LM FORERU N N ER Street Gang is based on the 2008 book of the same name by journalist Michael Davis.

Street Gang goes behind the scenes on
iconic kids’ show Sesame Street

producer Joan Ganz Cooney began discussions with donors and the federal
government to use TV for educational
good. The newly formed Children’s Television Workshop received combined
grants of $8 million and began a new
series that would use Madison Avenue
techniques to “sell” youngsters on reading, writing, and arithmetic.
Street Gang director Marilyn Agrelo
moves on to the artists, writers, and
actors whose combined talents made the
early years of Sesame Street funny, entertaining, and popular, with a smattering
of learning along the way. Jon Stone
wrote scripts, directed episodes, and
composed some of the music. His adult
daughters recall that their dad had three
children in his life—the two of them, and
the show into which he poured so much
energy and passion.
Stone assembled a cast of actors that
reflected America’s diversity with stories
representing whites, blacks, and Hispanics. As a kid, I wondered why one of the
main human characters, Gordon (originally played by Matt Robinson), looked
different in later years. It turns out that
Robinson (who also voiced the puppet
Roosevelt Franklin) didn’t think the show
was pushing hard enough to give positive
messages for black children, so he
resigned. Roscoe Orman played the role
from 1974 to 2017.
The secret sauce began to simmer
when puppeteers Jim Henson and Frank
Oz brought zany energy and ad-libbing
to characters that became part of so many
kids’ routines: Ernie and Bert, Cookie
Monster, Kermit the Frog, and Grover.
The documentary shows the physical contortions they endured to make the magic
happen: Henson, Oz, and others operated
the puppets above their heads while
watching the characters on monitors.
The Children’s Television Workshop
pushed more and more liberal messages
in later years, but this documentary
about its early history is delightful and
filled with lesser-known stories about
the actors and characters: The creators
of Sesame Street loved their work, their
art, and the children with whom they
interacted. A smattering of foul language
and mild adult humor makes the documentary (rated PG) less suitable for
younger children.
SCREEN MEDIA FILMS
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“ I F E E L A LITTLE B IT OU T OF MY B ODY RIGH T NOW.” Naomi Osaka after her upset loss at the Tokyo Olympics on July 27.

BOX OFFICE
TOP 10
WEEKEND OF JULY 23-25, ACCORDING TO
BOX OFFICE MOJO. QUANTITY OF SEXUAL
(S), VIOLENT (V), AND FOUL-LANGUAGE (L)
CONTENT ON A 0-10 SCALE, WITH 10 HIGH,
FROM KIDS-IN-MIND.COM

				

S V L

1 Old* PG-13 . . . . . . . . . . . 5 6 5
2 Snake Eyes* PG-13 . . not rated
3 Black Widow* PG-13 . . . 1 6 4
4 Space Jam: A New
Legacy* PG . . . . . . . . . . 1 3 2
5 F9: The Fast
Saga PG-13 . . . . . . . . . . . 2 6 4
6 Escape Room: Tournament
of Champions PG-13 . . . 1 6 5
7 The Boss Baby: Family
Business* PG . . . . . . . . 1 3 2
8 The Forever Purge R. not rated
9 A Quiet Place
Part II* PG-13 . . . . . . . . . 1 6 2
10 Roadrunner: A Film About
Anthony Bourdain R . . 3 4 9
*REVIEWED BY WORLD

g

A QUESTION
OF IDENTITY

Naomi Osaka profiles the
Olympic athlete’s success
and struggles
by Sharon Dierberger

TOP 10 FOCUS
In Space Jam: A New Legacy,
Warner Bros. has created a
two-hour commercial encouraging kids to make a list of all
the R-rated movies they need
to catch up on. A New Legacy
isn’t for kids. It’s actually for
millennials with nostalgic
attachment to the 1996 version. —from WORLD’s full review at
wng.org

SPACE JAM: WARNER BROS.; NAOMI OSAKA: NETFLIX
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NAOMI OSAKA became the first Asian
tennis player ranked No. 1 worldwide,
has won four Grand Slams, and just
became the first tennis player to light the
Olympic cauldron during the opening
ceremony.
The 23-year-old tennis sensation lost
in the third round of singles competition
in the Tokyo Olympics after unexpectedly withdrawing from the French Open,
citing anxiety and depression exacerbated by negative media questioning.
But she still commands the tennis world’s
attention.
Naomi Osaka, a three-part Netflix
docuseries (less than two hours in all and
rated TV-14) shows Osaka’s world of discipline, single-mindedness, and compe-

tition—and the mental health toll fame
can take. It’s a familiar theme in other
recent documentaries of prominent athletes and child actors.
“The amount of attention I get is
ridiculous,” Osaka says. “No one prepares
you for that.”
Osaka’s reflections as she processes
wins, losses, and why she competes
reveal inner turmoil: “So much pressure
… I felt I was very lost because I was so
focused on winning.” Osaka appears
assured and happy when she wins but
questions everything when she loses.
The miniseries’ downsides include
slow pacing and lack of continuity. And
it leaves viewers with unanswered questions, such as why Osaka renounced her
American citizenship to play in the Olympics for Japan, which she has always
represented because of dual Japanese
and American citizenship. (Osaka has a
Japanese mother and Haitian father.) The
issue illustrates Osaka’s continual wrestling with identity: “So what am I if I’m
not a good tennis player?”
While exploring that answer, she
joined protests after George Floyd’s
death in 2020 and boycotted a tournament in support of black solidarity, saying she wanted to start a conversation in
a majority-white sport.
The series’ best footage is of Osaka
playing tennis. We see the incomparable
results she achieved practicing eight
hours a day as a little girl on public
courts, then working with the best
coaches and trainers as she advanced.
Her powerful strokes, quiet intensity,
and 5-foot-11-inch frame intimidate
opponents. Yet, after beating 15-year-old
tennis phenom Coco Gauff at the U.S.
Open in 2019, she comforted the sobbing
teen, encouraging Gauff to join her at a
press conference.
Osaka’s transparency makes clear
that early success and wealth create hazards difficult to navigate. But while visiting her Haitian grandmother, Osaka
offhandedly mentions what could make
all the difference: “Every time I go to
Grandma’s house, she shows me her picture of Jesus on the cross and says, ‘I’m
praying for you.’”
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Questions
about IQ

Determinism versus
personal determination
by Marvin Olasky

THE HEADLINE-MAKING chart in Charles
Murray’s Facing Reality (Encounter,
2021) is the non-euphemistic layout of
estimated IQ by race: Asian American
108, white non-Hispanic 103, Latino 94,
African American 91.
Murray takes pains to point out that
those are averages derived from numerous tests, including
some administered
regularly to fourth,
eighth, and 12th grade
students.
But any test administered to a 10-yearold or an 18-year-old
is measuring nurture
and culture as well as nature. The headlines don’t take into account family structure, attitudes toward reading and
test-taking, welfare effects, and other
learned behavior or misbehavior.
Many conservative reviewers have
applauded Murray: heroically facing
facts. Liberal reviewers have tended to
ignore the book. Those who did write
reviews have generally acknowledged
the accuracy of the statistics while arguing they are irrelevant due to the effects
of racism and biases built into the tests.
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My starting point is the label “IQ”
itself: It’s simplistic, since bookish intelligence is not the same as practical intelligence. Look at chapter 38 of Jeremiah:
Lots of Jerusalem residents knew the
prophet was in the cistern, but only
Ebed-melech the Ethiopian had the courage to tell the king that Jeremiah was in
mortal danger, and the practical intelligence to throw down rags to the prophet
along with rope, saving Jeremiah’s armpits.
Liberals should recognize that children need both a father and a mother.
The racial IQ ranking parallels the racial
ranking concerning two-parent marriages: 84 percent of Asian American
kids have that benefit, 77 percent of
non-Hispanic white kids, and 66 percent
of Hispanic children, but only 37 percent
of African American children.
Conservatives should recognize that
real estate redlining did keep some
blacks from gaining wealth. I’d also look
to the long-haul effects of slave owners
breaking up marriages and forbidding
slaves from learning how to read. And
yet, African Americans made great economic progress in the half century from
1915 to 1965, and less since 1970, despite—
or because of?—affirmative action.
Thomas Sowell, Shelby Steele, Glenn
Loury, and John McWhorter are among
the African American intellectuals who
say a half century of governmental
attempts to help blacks has backfired.
Earlier, those facing discrimination
learned they had to work harder to leap
over a bar unfairly high. Flipping the
racial preferences may seem abstractly
fair, but those who can flop over a lower
bar with minimal effort do not develop
the muscle they need to keep up during
the next stage of competition.
Loury and McWhorter, commenting
on Murray’s book during a recent Bloggingheads podcast, also pointed out
studies showing black students in integrated classrooms often absorb racial
slights and decide that maximizing success on tests is “acting white.” It’s not
that way in black-only schools, yet segregation obviously brings its own set of
problems.
Murray’s statistics are important to
consider, but we don’t need to accept his
pessimistic conclusions.

Bookmarks

Ministers of Reconciliation:
Preaching on Race and the
Gospel, edited by Daniel
Darling (Lexham, 2021),
shows a full-throated way out
of Murray’s semi-determinism. It includes sermons by
pastors such as Matthew Kim,
Ray Ortlund, Jamaal Williams,
and Juan Sanchez on topics
including preaching on race
in view of the image of God
and reconciliation under the
lordship of Christ.
A Dubious Expediency:
How Race Preferences
Damage Higher Education,
edited by Gail Heriot and
Maimon Schwarzschild
(Encounter, 2021), shows
how we’ve taken a twisting
road. Alfred Flowers shows
the straight road in
Reflections of a Servant
Leader (self-published, 2017),
the story of how an African
American who didn’t have
great test scores became an
Air Force major general: An
instructor “spent hours and
hours of extra time assisting
me. While I had been using
my time thinking about what
I couldn’t do, she was using
her time to show me that I
could do it.” —M.O.
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Selfless love

Recent books on marriage and parenting
by Mary Jackson

Marriage: 6 Gospel Commitments Every Couple Needs To Make
by Paul David Tripp: This updated edition of Tripp’s 2012 title What
Did You Expect? includes bonus chapters addressing a gospel perspective on sex, responses to frequently asked marriage questions,
and a section intended to facilitate dialogue between couples. Tripp
challenges married and soon-to-be-wed couples to make commitments
that include offering confession and forgiveness, building trust, dealing with differences, and protecting their marriage. In outlining each
commitment, the book relates gospel truths to everyday, real-life
marriage realities. It contains relatable anecdotes from Tripp’s marriage and from couples he’s counseled. One theme: You must fix a
marriage vertically before you ever fix it horizontally. Lasting change
requires willingness to accept what God says about us, our spouses,
our world, and God Himself.
What the Bible Says About Divorce and Remarriage by Wayne
Grudem: Grudem succinctly summarizes Biblical teaching on divorce

and remarriage, addressing common questions and gray areas such as abuse and
neglect. He begins by outlining God’s original intent for marriage, exegeting Old and
New Testament passages relevant to divorce
and remarriage. Grudem affirms a traditional view that divorce and remarriage are
permitted in cases of sexual immorality and
desertion. He proposes that Paul’s usage of
“in such cases” in 1 Corinthians 7:15 suggests
the apostle “considered divorce a legitimate
possibility not only in the cases of desertion
by an unbeliever but also in situations that
similarly brought extensive and severe damage to the marriage.” Examples include
abuse; incorrigible drug, alcohol, and pornography addiction; and credible threats of
serious physical harm or murder.
Prayers of a Parent for Young Children
by Kathleen Nielson: This prayer book and
three others in the series help parents pray
for their children and the unique challenges
at each stage of life—from young children
to teens to young adults to adulthood. Parents are uniquely equipped to petition the
Lord on behalf of their kids as they grow in
years. Nielson, a mother and grandmother,
provides Biblically sound prayers applicable
for both sons and daughters. With each
prayer, she includes brief insights, related
Bible verses, and a focus on Jesus and His
work of salvation on our behalf. Each book
ends with a prayer titled, “For My Parent
Heart.” It reads, “In all my asking, let me
rest in your great love and faithfulness. …
What grace, that you should give me life and
let me nurture another, given by you.”
The End of Me by Liz Wann: Wann challenges mothers to believe that in losing ourselves, Jesus meets us. “God uses motherhood
as a light in our lives to see the reality about
ourselves,” including our sin of self-sufficiency. Mothers often hear, “You are
enough,” but Wann emphasizes instead our
need for an all-sufficient Savior. She connects
lessons from Jesus’ ministry, including His
obedience to the point of death on the cross,
to a mother’s daily “deaths” in raising children for the joy set before us. Each chapter
ends with a practical application, a prayer,
and journaling space. This short book offers
rich gospel truths for women in the throes
of motherhood.
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Afterword

Heroes and trailblazers
Pivotal events in U.S. and European history
by Kristin Chapman

Most Wanted by Sarah Jane Marsh: In Most Wanted, Marsh
details “the Revolutionary partnership of John Hancock and
Samuel Adams” that helped rally the American Colonies against
British tyranny. Although Hancock and Adams were an unlikely
pair—one a poor man but piercing writer, the other a rich and
fashionable businessman—their mutual pursuit of liberty created
a persuasive pairing. Edwin Fotheringham’s fun illustrations
even add a touch of irony: One page quotes Hancock saying he
would “not be a slave” to the king while the illustration shows
a black man serving tea with a raised eyebrow and quizzical expression. (Ages 6-10)
Nicky & Vera by Peter Sis: Author and illustrator Peter Sis
blends words with somber but evocative drawings to tell the
true story of Nicholas Winton, an Englishman who skipped a
ski trip to instead visit Prague, where he eventually coordinated
the evacuation of Jewish children amid the Nazi invasion. Sis
juxtaposes Winton’s story with Vera’s, one of the hundreds of
children he saved. In all, Winton rescued 669 children, but he
never saw himself as a hero: “I did not face any danger, as real
heroes do. I only saw what needed to be done.” (Ages 7-10)
Hidden Figures (Young Readers’ Edition) by Margot Lee Shetterly: This young readers’ chapter book highlights four African
American mathematicians—Dorothy Vaughan, Mary Jackson,
Katherine Johnson, and Christine Darden—who worked as human
computers at NASA and helped send U.S. astronauts into space.
They represented some of the first black women to work alongside
white male engineers at NASA, all while contending with discrimination (racial and gender) in the workplace and balancing the
responsibilities of home life. For kids who are disinclined to pick
up a nonfiction book, the audiobook version is an easy four-hour listen. (Ages 8-13)
I Survived the Nazi Invasion, 1944 (The Graphic Novel) by
Lauren Tarshis: Tarshis gives middle graders a glimpse into World
War II history with this graphic novel about a brother and sister
who escape a Polish ghetto and flee to a Jewish partisan camp.
The fictionalized account features full-page spreads of comic-style
illustrations that will appeal to reluctant readers while introducing them to a segment of the resistance movement. A timeline and
endnotes highlight the real-life events and people who inspired
the story. Note to parents: A few illustrations portray shootings
(with blood), bombings, and the distressing effects of such violence. (Ages 9-12)
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Claudia Friddell’s Grace
Banker and Her Hello Girls
Answer the Call (Calkins
Creek, 2021) tells the
unsung story of women
telephone operators who
served in the U.S. Army’s
Signal Corps during World
War I. Chief Operator Grace
Banker led her group of
switchboard operators,
known as “Hello Girls,” to
France where they served at
Gen. John Pershing’s headquarters and relayed combat commands to the front.
Amid Elizabeth Baddeley’s
ink and acrylic illustrations,
the book intersperses
quotes from Banker’s diaries
and interviews. The conclusion rounds out the story
with a timeline and more
historical notes.
Thomas Harding’s
The House by the Lake
(Candlewick, 2020) depicts
the true story of four families who called a house near
Berlin their home. Britta
Teckentrup’s mixed-media
illustrations capture the
emotional upheaval as the
progression of historical
events determines the fates
of the house and occupants.
The house falls into disrepair until the author
(great-grandson of the
Jewish man who built it) and
others restore it to serve as
a community center. —K.C.
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AN ANCHOR OF
UNDERSTANDING

Evaluating the future of Roe v. Wade in
U.S. courtrooms and American hearts

MARVIN
OLASKY
INTERVIEWS
HADLEY
ARKES
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AS THE U.S. SUPREME COURT PREPARES TO HEAR oral arguments
regarding a Mississippi pro-life law, hopes for an overturn of Roe v.
Wade are higher than they’ve been since before the cruel surprise of
the 1992 Casey decision: In Casey, a supposedly pro-life court maintained and even strengthened the Roe regime. In the edited and
tightened interview that follows, Hadley Arkes offers perspective from
his decades in the pro-life movement, which included designing the
bill that became the Born-Alive Infants Protection Act of 2002.
Arkes, born in 1940, maintains a connection with Amherst College,

ILLUSTRATION BY CARNE GRIFFITHS

7/21/21 1:18 PM

where he began teaching in 1966. He is
the founder and director of the James
Wilson Institute on Natural Rights and
the American Founding. Wilson, one of
only six signers of both the Declaration
of Independence and the Constitution,
said in 1790, “With consistency, beautiful
and undeviating, human life, from its
commencement to its close, is protected
by the common law.”
What’s the likelihood of the Supreme
Court overturning Roe v. Wade? I hope

the justices will, but John Roberts seems
very reluctant. He knows they’ll make
themselves the focus of a political storm,
but there’s no getting away from that, so
I think they’re saying, “We’re open for
business now.” 
Which means? You take action in this case

or that case where people can look at it
and say, “Well, that looks sensible to me.”
Bit by bit rather than a Roe reversal? I took

John Roberts to be a solid vote in opposition to abortion. In the Whole Woman’s
Health case the court overturned a law
requiring access to local hospitals, and he
was in the minority. Then, four years later,
he was willing to honor that decision as
a matter of stare decisis. He’s clearly
reluctant to take on Roe, and if he gets
even one more ally—Brett Kavanaugh or
Neil Gorsuch, or even Amy Barrett, whom
I can see being quite cautious about this.

THE SLAVERY/
ABORTION
PARALLEL IS THAT
YOU ARE MOVING A
WHOLE CLASS OF
HUMAN BEINGS
FROM THE CLASS
OF RIGHTSBEARING BEINGS
SIMPLY BY
CHANGING THE
DESCRIPTION.

So we shouldn’t let our hopes get high?

I would think that Roberts wants to go
incrementally and simply sustain something. And yet, on the other hand, my
sense of it is that they understand that
abortion has been the central poisoning
ingredient in our politics and our law.
It’s disfigured so much.
Heartbeat bills make the stakes clear.

To approve a heartbeat bill would be
virtually to overrule Roe, because you’re
saying you can establish the beating of
the heart at just around the time that a
woman discovers she’s pregnant. So to
declare that as the place at which states
may act to bar any abortions is virtually
to get rid of abortion in many states. But
there are some states in which it won’t
matter at all, of course. 

Comparing the Dred Scott slavery decision in 1857 and Roe v. Wade in 1973: The
parallel is not just that in both cases victims are enslaved or killed, but also that
slavery poisoned politics from 1830 to
1860 and abortion has poisoned our politics over the past four decades. The

slavery/abortion parallel is that you are
moving a whole class of human beings
from the class of rights-bearing beings
simply by changing the description. “Oh,

that’s not a human being, it’s a black
person.” “Oh, that’s not a human being,
it’s a fetus.” You’ve just shifted the name.
That’s why there’s nothing as important
as the heartbeat bill, because that would
have a deep effect, and it would really
put the question to people even in
pro-abortion states. … People with pricey
educations don’t understand that as soon
as your mother conceived, that was you.
You didn’t become a different person as
you got bigger. The characteristics you
have genetically were formed at that first
moment.
Are people with pricey educations really
ignorant? Or they’ve made a vow of igno-

rance, that these things are becoming so
important politically to them that they’re
willing to black out the information that
could call it into question. But I appreciate that so many people have remained
pro-life amid the deluge.
Is another parallel to slavery that the
South had a lot of anti-slavery sentiment
early in the 19th century? A hardening
grew after 1830, and we’re seeing a similar hardening now concerning abortion.

They think there’s something morally
right about the freedom to dispose of
that child, and anyone who stands in the
way just has to be overridden: “If we have
the power, we’ll do it.” A modest measure
may be good at constricting abortions,
but it does not displace the corrupting
premises that have been absorbed by so
many people. Let’s just assume that we
bring people into a center where we play
“My Melancholy Baby”—“come to me,
my melancholy baby”—and it just so
happens that 90 percent of the people
hearing that tune decide not to have the
abortion. That would be a thing to be
appreciated, but we’ve left undisturbed
the deep conviction that “I do have this
right to destroy a very small life if it suits
my convenience.”
Abraham Lincoln in his Cooper Union
speech in 1860 called for “a national policy in regard to the institution of slavery
that acknowledges and deals with that
institution as being wrong.” That’s what
we would like—substitute abortion in that
sentence for slavery. But you’re saying,
and I agree, that’s probably unlikely.
08.14.2 1
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Yes, Lincoln complained that he couldn’t
get that.
Didn’t Confederate Vice President Alexander Stephens show the harder position
in 1861 in his “Cornerstone” speech?

Stephens argued that the Southerners
at the Constitutional Convention were
as bad as the Northerners, because the
Southerners also thought all men are
created equal. He said the Southerners
then were ashamed of slavery and understood it as not good for them. They
wanted to get rid of it. Some Democrats
back in the mid-70s thought that way
about abortion. Now we don’t even have
that. 

Let’s compare Roe v. Wade with Plessy
v. Ferguson, the infamous 1896 decision
upholding the “separate but equal” doctrine that allowed for segregation in railroad cars. Justice John Harlan, a former
slaveholder, dissented from the majority
Supreme Court decision. Why? Some-

times he talked about equality and sometimes about restraining the liberty of
black people in their freedom to travel.
But I think we could show that the world
of race discrimination is a world of
assuming that race exerts a kind of deterministic control on the conduct of any
person—so if we know something about
a person’s race, we can infer whether the
person is likely to improve or degrade
the community. If race determines our
conduct, none of us is responsible for his
own action. So if race discrimination isn’t
wrong, then nothing is wrong. Harlan
came closest of anybody in saying that
it was simply wrong in principle to discriminate. 
But Harlan didn’t. Even in Brown v. Board
of Education, which in 1954 ruled school
segregation unconstitutional, the
Supreme Court did not take that principled position. Instead, it used some
social science studies to show that segregation hurt black children by making
them feel inferior. One person involved

basis of race, and their performance goes
up, their reading scores go up, there’s no
sign that segregation has impaired the
performance of the students—can segregation still be wrong?” The court did
not state that there’s something in principle wrong with racial segregation.
Chief Justice Earl Warren, as I understand
it, essentially said, “Hey, we’re not overturning Plessy—that was about transportation; this is about schools.” Maybe he
calculated politically to go this far but no
further? I think so. We don’t have the

clear expression of the principle, as when
Lincoln said, “I reject slavery. My rejection of it is quite indifferent to the question of whether I am a master or a slave.
As I would not be a slave, I would not be
a master.” 
So Lincoln emphasized the principle, but
his fallback position was containment—
restricting slavery to existing states that
had it, not letting it expand into territories. I’m concerned about abortion overall and also its expansion via telemed
abortions and chemical abortion pills.
We’ve scaled down the number of abortions from 1.6 million to about 860,000.
Will that progress continue? We’ve made

progress, but the point of apprehension
for me is that the banner of transgender

ism, same-sex marriage, and the unquestioned right to abortion prevails in the
centers of power in this country—in
media, in universities, and now we find
the penetration of that understanding
into corporations. How have we got into
this position where that sense of things
is so widespread that it has closed off all
alternate positions in universities, in
media, and now even in corporations,
where we used to expect some island of
sanity against the passions that were
fashionably running through the academy? Tell me something hopeful. What’s
hopeful?
Total number of abortions, still horrendous, has declined by about 45 percent
since the 1990s. But the acceptance of

abortion as a good seems more
entrenched than ever on the left.

LGBT advocacy is stronger, but the prolife position is holding its own. Yes,

despite all the power exerted by the
pro-abortion lobby, including media
power and the power to exclude criticism, the pro-life argument has sustained. In part, it’s because of the truth
of the matter. When women become
pregnant, they know exactly what they’re
carrying. An anchor of understanding
will not be effaced. 

Cartoon

in the civil rights litigation asked, “If we
separate the students in schools on the
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The Latvian Radio Archive series is
a treasure for serious music fans
by Arsenio Orteza

O
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NE DOESN’T HEAR MUCH about Latvia these days. But if
the recordings from there are any indication, it’s a place
to which serious music lovers should pay close attention.
There’s more than one vein available for the tapping,
but the mother lode is Skani Records’ Latvian Radio
Archive series. With several exceptions, none of the composers represented by the 25 volumes is remotely close to
becoming a household name in the English-speaking world.
Each deserves to be.
Perhaps the most arresting installment is the disc
devoted to the works of Rihards Dubra. “Just as everyone
has their own way to God,” writes the 57-year-old Riga
native on the Latvian Music Information Center website,
“so every composer probably has his way to emotions in
music, and through it to God.”
God for Dubra is no figure of speech. In his oeuvre is
the predominance of sacred themes that the final three
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S U BVERS I VE S OU N D S As a student Rihards Dubra upset Communist Party officials in the 1980s when he titled a work “Christmas Trio,” referencing Christianity.

Baltic beauty

selections of his Latvian Radio Archive
entry make explicit.
The first, “Mūžīgo pakalnu ilgošanãs”
(“Desire of the Everlasting Hills”), is a
10-minute composition for solo organ
that builds slowly
and quietly, breaks
into scintillating
arpeggios midway
through, then erupts
into an extended crescendo that, as performed on this 2000 Riga Cathedral
recording by the organist Vita Kalnciema,
brings the organ to the brink of exploding.
Experienced in the context of its title,
a translation of a phrase from Genesis
49:26 that has become part of the Roman
Catholic Litany of the Sacred Heart of
Jesus, the music infuses the spiritual
longing that it seeks to embody with a
majestically awesome urgency.
The organ, played by Kristīne Adamaite, also figures largely in the album’s
final selection, a 2010 Riga Cathedral
recording of Dubra’s “Ecce Dominus”
(“Behold, the Lord”). The Latin text
comes from Isaiah, and soprano Gunta
Gelgote gives it powerful yet translucent
voice as the Riga Saxophone Quartet’s
Artis Sīmanis provides striations.
Utilizing the full dynamic range
across its richly varied 16½ minutes, the
piece will have listeners lunging for the
volume control until they realize that
both the still-small-voice passages and
the roiling surges play essential parts
and should be absorbed “as is.”
Grandest of all, however, is the penultimate track, a 2006 recording from
Riga’s St. John’s Church of Dubra’s “Cantus Orationis” (“Song of Prayer”), which
must be heard to be believed.
Subtitled “Concerto for Alto Saxophone and Organ,” it features Adamaite
and Sīmanis collaborating in the musical
equivalent of a roaring bonfire.
The metaphor unfolds, like the performance itself, on several levels. There’s
an almost palpable tinder-flame relationship, for instance, between the organ
and the sax, along with a sense in the
music’s flickering contours that you’re
hearing something wildly alive.
And, as with any good bonfire, you
don’t want it to end. At 26 glorious minutes, it almost doesn’t.
ILLUSTRATION BY AARON SACCO
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Universal
language

Noteworthy new or
recent releases
by Arsenio Orteza

Animal Universe by Christina Bjørkøe:
The natural first response to hearing
these 12 études commissioned by the
pianist Bjørkøe as technical exercises for
her students is to
guess which piece
goes with which animal. “That’s the
flea!” “That’s the
Persian cheetah!”
(John Frandsen’s
“Hippopotamus,” with its instruction to
be played “Allegro brutale,” is the easiest.) But that game starts to feel like work
after a while, whereupon the compositions’ versatile impressionism comes to
the fore and you realize that you can
simply enjoy the pieces as music. Unsurprisingly, the most varied is Anders
Brødsgaard’s four-movement Chameleon
Variations. It’s also the one most likely
to bring you up short.
The Collection 1945-55 by Victor
Borge: Victor Borge was to classical
music what the Harlem Globetrotters in
their prime were to basketball. For
decades, his unique genius has lived on
in video form, but before he and television discovered each other, the easiest
way to enjoy him was
via the recordings
(studio and live) that
he made for Columbia. This two-CD set
collects most of
them. Low-fi sound
and the occasionally repeated bit notwithstanding, both his concert-level

pianism and his hi-IQ comedy hold up.
One joke even turns out to have been
prophetic. “I don’t know if you’re familiar with the fact that we have three sexes
over there,” he tells an audience, referring to his native Denmark. “Male,
female, and convertible.”
Fiddles, Forests and Fowl Fables: New
Storytelling Works for Narrator and
Orchestra by the English Symphony
Orchestra: As specified by ESO conductor Kenneth Woods,
this project’s audience is children. So
it doesn’t matter
whether parents
want to hear yet
another version of
“The Bremen Town Musicians,” “The
Ugly Duckling,” or “Hansel and Gretel.”
Even parents, however, will perk up for
“The Warrior Violinist” and “Lubin, from
Chelm.” The latter is the comic English
tale “Lazy Jack” transplanted to a shtetl
and hilariously narrated by the actor
Henry Goodman, the former a “cautionary parable about yearning to be what
one is not” (the liner notes). It’s a warning that children of all ages need now
more than ever.
Daphne Oxenford Tells the Story of
the Nightingale by the Northern
Chamber Orchestra, et al.: Originally
commissioned in 1977 and previously
available on now
out-of-print vinyl
and CD, David Sumbler and Kenneth
Hodgkinson’s pellucid adaptation of one
of Hans Christian
Andersen’s most profound fairy tales
finally makes its digital-only debut. As
sung by the baritone Christopher Underwood (the Emperor) and narrated by the
actress Daphne Oxenford, the story takes
on a vivacity, a pathos, and a universality
that in some respects surpasses even
those of the original. Underwood emotes
“Fool that I am to pin my hopes upon a
lifeless thing!” with so much feeling that
he intensifies the theme despite committing the no-no of making it more explicit.

Encore

The Sumbler-HodgkinsonOxenford reissue isn’t
the only musical version
of Andersen’s “The
Nightingale” making the
digital-only rounds.
There’s also Ester Hilsberg
and Holger Potocki’s Die
chinesische Nachtigall
as dramatized by the
Kammeroper Köln. The
studio recording of the
chamber opera’s theater
production might prove
off-putting to children
(or adults for that matter) who don’t speak
German. Anyone familiar
with the plot, however,
can find ways to circumvent that barrier.
One is to translate
the 29 movements’ titles
(easily done nowadays)
and thus make following
along easier if not easy.
Another is to listen for
plot clues such as the
mooing cows and the
croaking frogs in “Suche
nach der Nachtigall”
(“Search for the
Nightingale”). The most
pleasurable of all is to
revel in the expressive
singing of Jiyeon Park
(mechanical nightingale)
and Hilsberg (the real
thing), finely shaded

performances that at the
very least exemplify why
people call music the
universal language. —A.O.
08.14.2 1
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Voices M I N DY B E LZ

Crisis and
opportunity

The world’s refugees continue
to wait for help

O

LYMPIC SWIMMER YUSRA MARDINI made
waves despite failing to qualify for final
heats in the women’s 100-meter butterfly,
her specialty. The Tokyo Games marked her
second appearance on the Refugee Olympic
Team, created for the 2016 Games to honor
athletes displaced from their home countries. Mardini escaped bombing in her hometown in Syria to find herself for hours swimming a
disabled rubber boat with its 20 passengers to safety
at the height of 2015’s refugee surge. She now lives
in Germany.
Institutionalizing a refugee team threatens to
entrench what most hoped would be a temporary problem, as it was after World War II. But the world’s refugee crisis isn’t going away. And like a tidal wave after
a tsunami, a surge in global migration may loom as the
pandemic’s grip continues.
On July 21, 430 illegal migrants crossed the English
Channel, a new daily record at one of the most closely
guarded borders in Europe. French and British authorities spend millions patrolling the coast and the 20-mile
stretch of water between them. By July more migrants
had arrived in the U.K. by boat in 2021 than came in all
of 2020.
Meanwhile, 200 migrants’ hunger strike in Belgium
neared its two-month mark. The migrants camped in
a central Brussels church, some nearing death. Four
migrants actually sewed their lips together, a flagrant
sign of their desperation.
One reason for large undocumented migrant populations—Belgium has a reported 150,000—is Western
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nations’ massive shutdown in processing such cases
since 2015.
The UN Refugee Agency (UNHCR) reports that less
than 1 percent of refugees are resettled each year on
average. By definition, they cannot return to their homes
due to war, persecution, and, increasingly, famine. In
2020 UNHCR tracked 20.7 million people fitting that
definition. It submitted 39,500 refugees for consideration
to resettlement countries. They only resettled 22,800.
The hunger-striking migrants in Brussels seized a
moment to end the red tape: Western nations face dramatic labor shortages that migrants can ease. Above
their mattresses on the stone floor of the church, they
taped signs showing jobs they did in their previous
lives: computer technician, electrical mechanic, nurse,
hairdresser.
The Belgian government on July 22 reached a temporary settlement allowing the strike to end. It didn’t
grant collective status but vowed to give new consideration to each case.
The United States can do more to ease the crisis by
processing refugees and asylum-seekers. Yet the Biden
administration has been slow to fulfill the president’s
campaign promises to do so.
A reluctant Biden raised this year’s resettlement
cap to 62,500 refugees from the Trump administration’s
all-time low of 15,000 in 2020. Yet as of June the United
States has resettled 4,780 refugees—far below its target.
Under Trump, the State Department stopped publishing data on the religious and ethnic makeup of
refugees, which is key to tracking persecuted Christians
and other religious minorities. Open Doors and World
Relief have tracked an 86 percent decline from 2015 to
2020 in the number of Christians resettled in the United
States, and that’s worth watching. Yet the Biden State
Department has yet to restore the data.
“We’re trying to find the balance in holding the new
administration accountable while also being realistic
about the challenge in front of them,” one resettlement
agency expert told me. The Trump administration, he
said, “basically ground overseas processing to a halt,
so there weren’t enough people far along into a yearplus vetting process.” No one wants to cut corners on
vetting, but officials could jump-start the process for
the sake of getting ahead of another crisis.
The refugee crisis drives so many others. As a
reporter, I have seen the inhumane conditions we are
sentencing people like ourselves to live in, year after
year, and I cannot look away. As a Christian, I see the
pattern Scripture gives us to see ourselves and others
on a journey, with special instructions to help those
deprived of family, home, and livelihood. As an American in this fractured moment in our country and our
churches, I wonder whether coming around to what
used to be a bipartisan issue—lifting qualified migrants
from the camps, the church floors, and the seas—would
help us, too.
EMAIL mbelz@wng.org TWITTER @mcbelz
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S E R M O N S TO G O
P L AG I A R I S M CO N T ROV E R S I ES A N D A
G ROW I N G S E R M O N - P R E P I N DUST RY B R I N G AT T E N T I O N
TO A QU EST I O N PA STO R S FAC E
W H E N P R E PA R I N G M AT E R I A L F O R T H E P U L P I T:
H OW M UC H B O R ROW I N G I S TO O M UC H ?
by Jamie Dean
Illustration by Krieg Barrie

THE FIRST TIME SCOTT GIBSON heard a minister plagiarizing material in a sermon,

Gibson was a teenager and the preacher was his pastor. ¶ Gibson was a new Christian
and a regular participant in a weekly book group at his church. During a Sunday
morning sermon, as the church’s pastor recounted a personal experience from the
previous week, Gibson says the story sounded familiar: “It was straight out of the
book.” ¶ Another member of the reading group also noticed the similarity, and confronted the pastor. Later that afternoon, a deacon summoned Gibson and others to
a meeting. Gibson says the deacons chastised the group for hassling the pastor: “I
almost got kicked out of the church.” ¶ The experience shook Gibson, but he stuck
with the Christian faith, and he later served as a pastor and a longtime professor of
preaching at Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary. (He now teaches preaching at
Baylor University.) ¶ Since writing a book about pastoral plagiarism over a decade
ago, Gibson says he receives phone calls several times a year from members of churches
facing a similar dilemma: Their pastor has been plagiarizing too. What should they do?
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Gibson thinks the problem is more
common than some realize but says
churches often don’t think about it until
after a crisis strikes: “This is just not
something people want to talk about.”
Plagiarism isn’t a new problem, but
at least some Christians have been talking
about it again recently: In late June, Ed
Litton, the newly elected president of the
Southern Baptist Convention (SBC), faced
accusations that he had copied chunks of
sermons from J.D. Greear—the outgoing
president of the SBC.
Days after Litton’s election to lead the
nation’s largest Protestant denomination,
videos circulated on Twitter showing
strong similarities—and at times identical
phrasing—between some of Litton’s
preaching from 2020 and a sermon series
Greear preached in 2019. Litton said he
had asked Greear’s permission to draw
from his material on Romans, but he apologized for not crediting Greear when he
used portions of his messages.
In a 2019 sermon on Romans 8, for
example, Greear lists five “selfs” opposed
to God: self-will, self-glory, self-gratification, self-righteousness, and self-sufficiency. In a sermon on the same passage,
Litton preaches the same list. Greear
recounts a story about his driver’s education teacher stomping a giant brake
on the passenger side of the car. Litton
tells the same story. Greear says that
since sin grieves the Holy Spirit, small
areas of compromise are just as devastating as big ones. Litton says: “Small
compromises are just as great to the Holy
Spirit as great compromises.”
The sermon controversy has rattled
the SBC, but it’s also raised broader questions about how much borrowing is too
much when it comes to preaching—particularly when busy pastors have access
to thousands of sermons, often for free,
but sometimes packaged for a fee. In a
sermon-filled marketplace, how should
pastors preach? And how should Christians listen?
THERE’S NO SINGLE FORMULA for how
pastors prepare and preach sermons.
And there’s no lack of sermons to watch
or hear online. Many churches livestream
or post sermons each week for members
and outsiders, and some churches post
message transcripts as well.
40
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Other sermon-related sites market
directly to pastors as a resource to consult as they prepare their own sermons.
Sometimes they charge a fee. North Point
Community Church near Atlanta offers
a ministry resource page dedicated to
“premium sermon kits.” The site says
each kit comes with “all the resources
you need to deliver the content of this
message.”
A link to licensing requirements for
the material does include stipulations
that “no more than 100 words may be
quoted directly from the series” without
written permission from the ministry
and that personal examples from the
series should be replaced with appropriate examples from the buyer.

It’s not clear whether the ministry
conducts any follow-up to see if pastors
are borrowing too much language
directly from the sermons marketed as
kits. (A spokeswoman from North Point
declined an interview request.)
Prices vary, but one recent six-part
sermon package sells for $120. The
resources include message transcripts
from Pastor Andy Stanley, speaker notes,
audio files, more than 100 logos and
other graphics to accompany the messages, and a promotion video. The series
title: “Better decisions, fewer regrets.”
The website SermonSearch offers the
text of pastors’ sermons and outlines, a
database of sermon illustrations, and
preaching tips for a fee, ranging from an

08.14.2 1
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The site also contains a statement
saying the group is “adamantly opposed”
to plagiarism and reserves the right to
freeze the account of anyone submitting
plagiarized material. It asks users to
acknowledge the work of others in their
preaching, but it also recognizes the
inherent limitations for any site or church
posting sermons: It’s nearly impossible
to make sure others aren’t misusing them.

Websites oﬀering sermon-related resources

a la carte purchase of a single sermon
for $5.99 to a $149 annual fee that gives
access to 360 sermons a year. Contributors receive a royalty for each sermon
downloaded, according to the site. The
sermon manuscripts include a copyright
notice that the database is meant to
“inspire the development of new messages.”
The website is part of a network of
other sites operated by Salem Church
Products that includes SermonSpice—a
site with background graphics to accompany worship services and sermons. It
also includes Playback Media, a site offer-

ing “the best in mini movies, church
countdowns, and worship backgrounds.”
A description says: “Words on a screen
only go so far. We believe that the right
background or visual element can open
up our worship in ways that the printed
word never could.”
Another website, SermonCentral,
states its goal as equipping pastors and
says it contains “150,000 sermons, illustrations, and dramas” for research, with
over 250,000 church leaders coming to
the site every week.
Sermon transcripts are free, but the
site sells an upgraded membership for
users to download sermon graphics and
sermon slides and to more easily copy and
paste sermon transcripts for reference.

CONSULTING OTHER PASTORS’ sermons
isn’t wrong. Pastors routinely use commentaries and books to study for sermons, and some say they find other
preachers’ messages helpful in that process. The Christian study software Logos
includes sermon collections in its suite
of Bible study resources for purchase.
But questions arise: How can pastors
avoid drawing too much material from
another sermon or resource? What are
the standards for pastoral plagiarism?
Scott Gibson, the Baylor professor
and author of Should We Use Someone
Else’s Sermon?, offers a simple definition
in his book: “Plagiarism is kidnapping
someone else’s thoughts, words, or ideas.”
(He notes that the Latin root of the word
plagiarism means “kidnapper.”)
But when pastors or students ask Gibson how to know when they’re crossing
a line into plagiarism, he instead suggests
a different question: “Am I being a person
of integrity with the use of this material?
Am I doing my homework?”
After the controversy broke over Litton’s sermons in June, the Alabama pastor talked about the homework that goes
into writing his sermons. Litton said he
works each week with a preaching team
of eight men from his church who help
with research and brainstorming for his
sermon. He said the team approach
allows him to mentor young men for
ministry and helps to keep his own voice
young.
Litton said he and his preaching team
consulted Greear’s online manuscripts
often during the preparation for Litton
to preach on the book of Romans. (Greear
confirmed he gave Litton permission to
draw from his material.)
After bloggers pointed out similarities between Litton’s sermon on Romans
1 and Greear’s message on the same passage a year earlier, Litton said he
08.14.2 1
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reviewed all 46 messages in his Romans
series. He said he found “in some places
similar illustrations, quotes or points of
application. One shares the same title,
and one has a similar outline.”
“I am sorry for not mentioning J.D.’s
generosity and ownership of these
points,” Litton wrote. “I should have given
him credit as I shared these insights.”
It’s unclear exactly how many sermons share similarities and whether a
similar pattern precedes the Romans
series. By early July, Litton’s church had
removed dozens of sermons dating
before 2020. Litton told The Washington
Times that the church was removing the
material to prepare for a new website
launch. The church’s elders released a
statement saying they removed the messages because “people were going
through sermons in an attempt to discredit and malign our pastor.” (Litton
later said in an SBC podcast interview
that both reasons were true.)
Meanwhile, at least one blogger
pointed out similarities between a sermon on the book of Acts that Greear
preached in 2013 and a message Litton
apparently preached in 2015. The videos
show strong similarities between content, illustrations, and casual jokes.
In his sermon, Greear says some people imagine God sending unsuspecting
people to hell while He mumbles in Latin:
“tough cookies.” Litton tells his congregation he’s talked to people who paint a
picture of a cruel God who sends people
to hell: “And in Latin He says, ‘tough
cookies.’”
An associate pastor at Redemption
Church told WORLD that Litton was out
of the office and unavailable for interviews for a few weeks. The church’s leadership provided a statement saying Litton
had shown a “commitment to do things
differently” in his discussions with the
elders. The statement said the leaders
are developing a church resource that
will define plagiarism and outline the
guidelines the preaching team will follow
to ensure proper citation going forward.
PASTORS HAVE A RANGE OF IDEAS about
how much material is OK to borrow from
another minister, but many emphasize
the importance of citing any outside
source that a preacher quotes from
42
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“Ideally you
really want your
engagement
with the text
to so grip
your heart
that preaching
is the overflow
of what it’s
doing in you.”

directly or relies on heavily during a
sermon.
Some have quoted the late preacher
Adrian Rogers as saying it was fine to use
his bullets if they fit your gun, “but use
your own powder.”
A decade ago, Christian theologian
D.A. Carson wrote about the seriousness
of plagiarism, saying that taking over
another person’s sermon and preaching
it as your own is “always and unequivocally wrong.” He counseled against using
another sermon’s structure or outline in
significant chunks, but said if you do
“borrow” you should cite the pastor.
While many pastors consult outside
sources like commentaries, books, and
sermons, some also consult research
assistants. In an interview, Greear told
me a research assistant on his full-time
church staff helps him gather study material as he prepares to write his sermons.
“Rightly employing research aides means
using them to collate that material,” he
said. “Wrongly using them means having

them write your messages for you.”
(Greear posts sermon manuscripts with
footnotes on his church’s website.)
Greear says that more than a decade
ago he used the services of a research
group called the Docent Group for about
a year. The Texas-based organization
hires researchers with some seminary
training or degrees to help pastors with
sermon research. The group also prepares study curriculum for congregations
and sometimes helps churches conduct
surveys of their congregation or surrounding communities.
Greear says a Docent researcher usually prepared a 30-page document with
material from commentaries and illustrations for his sermon preparation but says
the group never wrote a sermon manuscript for him. (He says his current assistant doesn’t either.) Texas Pastor Matt
Chandler said he used Docent for similar
research services for many years and also
said the group didn’t write his sermons.
Glenn Lucke, president of Docent,
MARK HUMPHREY/AP
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to “manufacture an image or a brand that
could not exist if only one person was
doing it.” But, he adds, “An industry exists
because there is a market for it.”

Incoming Southern Baptist Convention
President Ed Litton (standing at left) and
outgoing President J.D. Greear (kneeling at
right) talk with denomination members at the
conclusion of the annual Southern Baptist
Convention on June 16.

told me by email that sermon research
accounts for about half of the group’s
business. Lucke says Docent provides
citations for any material it includes from
commentaries, news articles, and other
outside sources, and says the group
doesn’t write sermons.
Jed Ostoich, a Michigan-based writer
and editor, says he worked part time for
Docent for about four years. (Ostoich is
a graduate of Moody Bible Institute and
Dallas Theological Seminary.) He says
his first assignment involved assisting an
elder at a church that had recently lost
its pastor.
The elder took on preaching duties
and needed help. Ostoich says he would
research and write a few pages of comEMAIL jdean@wng.org TWITTER @deanworldmag
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mentary on the elder’s sermon text and
give suggestions on how to build the
sermon and apply it. He said he noticed
some of his writing ended up in the
elder’s sermons but that he didn’t write
the sermons for him.
After that contract ended, Ostoich
says he worked with a team of Docent
researchers assisting a well-known pastor of a large church, mostly with writing
projects. Ostoich says he was surprised
when a handful of briefs he wrote on
complicated New Testament passages
showed up as posts on the pastor’s blog,
without much change.
Lucke told me that Docent occasionally writes position papers and articles
for pastors and other church staffers: “A
few churches have put portions of the
article or position paper on their websites, which is fine with us.”
Ostoich left Docent a few years ago.
He says he’s grown uncomfortable with
the idea of a system that could allow pastors to use other people’s skills and time

THAT MARKET DOESN’T MEAN using a
research assistant is wrong, but some
seminary professors emphasize it’s especially important for students or pastors
also to make sure they are wrestling with
the sermon text themselves.
Hershael York says it’s something he
teaches seminary students in his preaching classes at the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary. He says study is
important, and listening to other sermons
can be helpful, but: “Ideally you really
want your engagement with the text to
so grip your heart that preaching is the
overflow of what it’s doing in you. … That’s
not really something I get from reading
someone else’s sermon notes per se, but
that’s what the text does in me.” (He also
says he’s had a student preach a sermon
he recognized as coming from somewhere
else: “And he got a failing grade for that.”)
Kevin DeYoung teaches pastoral theology at Reformed Theological Seminary
and serves as the pastor of Christ Covenant Church, a Presbyterian Church in
America congregation in Matthews, N.C.
DeYoung says a proliferation of online
voices can put pressure on pastors and
lead them to think: “You know who really
has influence? It’s the podcasters and the
bloggers and the authors and the people
speaking at these other conferences.”
Sometimes, he says, that might be true.
But DeYoung says that reality should
lead local congregants to remember the
importance of the pastor God has given
them: “Are you, first of all, being shaped
by the faithful preaching of your local
pastor, whether he has 10 gifts or two?”
York says he realized a long time ago
that his congregation at Buck Run Baptist
Church can listen to better preachers
than him online. “But that’s why I emphasize shepherding,” he says. “None of those
guys can shepherd my people.”
Walking through sorrows and joys
with his congregation helps him write
his sermons with congregants in mind,
and he tries to apply the messages in a
way that “it’s landing where they live,”
he says. “And man, that’s just the joy of
pastoring. There’s nothing like it.”
08.14.2 1
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ERASING
THE UYGHURS
Testimonies and research at a United Kingdom tribunal
paint a harrowing picture of China’s intentions to
assimilate the ethnic group by force
BY J U N E C H E N G
Illustration by Rachel Beatty
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THIS STORY INCLUDES GRAPHIC DETAILS ABOUT TORTURE AND SEXUAL VIOLENCE AND IS NOT APPROPRIATE FOR CHILDREN.

DOLKUN ISA

began alerting the international community about
China’s oppression of his people group five years
ago. The president of the Munich-based World
Uyghur Congress is from the Xinjiang Uyghur
Autonomous Region. By 2016, members of the
Uyghur diaspora could no longer contact family
members in Xinjiang: Authorities had sent many
of them to reeducation camps and detention centers
without trial or evidence of any crimes.
Isa’s advocacy also made his family a
target: In 2018, he learned through Radio
Free Asia reporters that his mother died
in a camp. In 2020, state-run Global
Times mentioned in an article attacking
Isa that his father had also died. He
doesn’t know when or how they died, or
where their bodies are buried. In May,
he received another blow: Authorities
sentenced his brother to life in prison.
Isa sought ways to bring China to
justice. But the International Criminal
Court announced in December it would
not investigate because China had not
46
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signed the Rome Statute, putting it outside the court’s jurisdiction. And China’s
veto power on the UN Security Council
means the body won’t recommend the
case to the International Court of Justice.
So Isa asked British barrister Sir Geoffrey Nice to conduct an independent
people’s tribunal to investigate whether
China’s actions in Xinjiang constituted
genocide and crimes against humanity.
Nice agreed.
Though not legally binding, the tribunal is the most comprehensive public
airing yet of atrocities Uyghurs face in

Xinjiang. Nice is also one of the world’s
most highly regarded international
human rights lawyers: He led the prosecution of former Serbian President Slobodan Milošević in the International
Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia.
For four days in June, an eight-person
panel made up mostly of academics and
lawyers gathered in London to listen to
camp survivors, relatives of detainees,
and researchers testify about the extrajudicial detentions, torture, rape, brainwashing, forced sterilizations, and forced
labor Uyghurs and other ethnic minorities endure at the hands of Chinese officials in Xinjiang. One of the most
powerful countries in the world is seeking to destroy the identity of a people
group while facing little substantial resistance from the outside world.
Isa, who testified at the tribunal, wept
uncontrollably as he listened to others’
testimony even though he had heard
their stories before. The tribunal will
meet again in September and release its
findings by the end of the year.
“After this decision, then leaders—
particularly of Western countries—have
no reason to continue to stay silent …
[but should] take concrete action and
possible sanctions,” Isa said.
AT THE TRIBUNAL, witnesses of the
atrocities gave a granular look at China’s
policies. Using a pseudonym, Han police
officer Wang Leizhan testified that he

ISA: ABDULHAMID HOSBAS/ANADOLU VIA GETTY IMAGES; MEMETS: DOLKUN ISA; NICE: TOLGA AKMEN/AFP VIA GETTY IMAGES
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LEFT TO RIGHT: Dolkun Isa; Isa’s mother and
father, Ayhan and Isa Memet, in an undated
photo; Geoffrey Nice addresses the Uyghur
Tribunal; security cameras on a street in
Ürümqi, capital of China’s Xinjiang region.

spent several months stationed in Xinjiang in 2018. “These re-education [camps]
have nothing to do with education or
training, but they are about brainwashing the prisoners,” Wang said in his witness statement. (The Han make up
China’s majority ethnic group.)
Speaking from Germany where he
has since fled, Wang said he and other
officers arrested 300,000 Uyghurs
during his time in Xinjiang for reasons
such as having a knife at home, sending
money overseas, or publicly displaying
their culture.
Researchers found that with facial
recognition, artificial intelligence, biometric collection, live-in Han government workers, and old-fashioned
neighborhood informants, the Chinese
government tracked and collected data
on every Uyghur, then used a formula to
determine their level of untrustworthiness. Then they sent them to camps and
detention centers.
Children whose parents are in camps
go to boarding schools where they are
raised in a Han environment, cut off from
family and Uyghur culture. Independent
researcher Adrian Zenz found government documents saying the number of
children in Xinjiang sent to boarding
school increased by 77 percent between
2017 and 2019, when it grew to about
900,000.
Adults—both those who “graduate”
from camps and those who have never
entered a camp—are forcibly transferred
to work in factories in Xinjiang and
around the country. Police monitor them
around the clock, forcing them to take
patriotic classes and preventing them
from practicing their religion.
The government labels Uyghurs, who
are mostly Muslim, as terrorists and enemies of the state, thus encouraging police
to torture them, Wang said. He witnessed
Uyghur prisoners beaten, suffocated with
plastic bags over their heads until they
struggled to breathe, and electrocuted
with electric prods connected to male
prisoners’ penises. Guards starved prisPETER PARKS/AFP VIA GETTY IMAGES
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oners, only allowing them food if they
attacked other prisoners. Interrogators
used torture to force Uyghurs to sign
confessions admitting they were terrorists and to extract the names of other
supposed terrorists. Wang said his colleagues believed that “even if a Uyghur
had not yet committed any terrorist
offense, it was only a matter of time
before they do.”
Wang left China in 2020: “My dream
was to serve my country and protect
people. Gradually, from my own experiences seeing how the system works, I
realized that I wasn’t serving the people,
I was serving the emperor to protect
power.”
Many of the witnesses at the tribunal
described experiencing the torture Wang
talked about. Tursunay Ziyawudun, 42,
detailed her two stints in the camps, first
for a month in 2016, then for nine months
in 2018. During the second detention, she
shared a cell with 20 other women
guarded by two police officers. A small
bucket without a lid served as their toilet.
Born in Xinjiang, Ziyawudun’s
“crime” was moving to Kazakhstan after

WANG SAID HE
HELPED ARREST
300,000
UYGHURS FOR
REASONS SUCH
AS HAVING A
KNIFE AT HOME,
SENDING MONEY
OVERSEAS, OR
PUBLICLY
DISPLAYING
THEIR CULTURE.
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marrying her ethnically Kazakh husband.
Authorities detained her when she
returned to Xinjiang to renew her visa.
During interrogations, police asked her
whether she had contact with Uyghur
activists in the United States. When she
truthfully said no, they beat her and
pulled her hair, she recalled. One time,
a police officer kicked her in the stomach
and head until she passed out.
Prison guards injected her and other
inmates with unknown medications, one
of which left her confused and unable to
think. Another medication stopped women’s periods. Over the course of three
days, they implanted IUDs in all the
women, Ziyawudun wrote in her witness
statement. She noticed some of her cellmates would disappear in the middle of
the night and not return. Others went
crazy: One girl in the cell across the hall
kept pulling her hair and slapping herself
until guards took her away.
One night around midnight, police
took Ziyawudun and another cellmate
to two adjacent rooms for questioning.
She heard the other woman screaming

and thought officers were beating her.
Then they took Ziyawudun into a room
without surveillance cameras and raped
her with an electric baton. Recalling that
night to the tribunal over videoconference, she pressed the palms of her hands
to her eyes to stem tears. “Not only do
they rape you physically, they also hit
you against the wall, they bite your body
like a dog,” she said before breaking into
sobs. Later, prison guards let in men
wearing business suits and face masks.
They raped her too, she said.
On Dec. 24, 2018, police took her in
for interrogation and told her that if she
signed a confession, recorded a video
thanking the Chinese Communist Party,
and promised never to speak of her experience in the camps, they would release
her the next day. She did, but she had to
live with two Han police officers who
monitored her around the clock.
Nearly a year later, they allowed her
to return to Kazakhstan after her husband urged the Kazakh Embassy to push
for her release. Even while she was in
Kazakhstan, the Chinese police contin-

A HISTORY OF OPPRESSION
Home to 12 million Uyghurs, Xinjiang is a 620,000-square-mile region
in northwestern China bordering Mongolia, Kazakhstan, and other C
 entral
Asian countries. Since the Qing dynasty took control of the resourcerich region in the mid-18th century, Uyghurs have repeatedly attempted
to revolt. When the Chinese Communist Party came into power in 1949,
it tried to assimilate Uyghurs by bringing millions of majority Han settlers into the region and restricting Uyghurs’ religion, language, and
culture.
Tensions came to a head in the 2009 Ürümqi riots, where nearly 200
people, mostly Han, were killed. The Chinese government in response
detained more than 2,000 Uyghurs, according to state media, and
deployed tanks and soldiers on the streets (the World Uyghur Congress
claims 10,000 people disappeared after the riots). Then came several
terrorist attacks by independence-seeking Uyghur militants, including
the 2014 Kunming train attack in which eight Uyghur militants with knives
attacked passengers at the Kunming Railway Station, killing 31 and injuring 140.
According to leaked Chinese documents published by The New York
Times, President Xi Jinping delivered a speech to officials weeks later
calling for an “all-out struggle against terrorism, infiltration, and separatism” in Xinjiang using the “organs of dictatorship” and showing “absolutely
no mercy.” —J.C.
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ued threatening to arrest her relatives if
she spoke out. With the help of the
Uyghur Human Rights Project, she eventually moved to the United States.
After Ziyawudun publicly shared her
story with the BBC, the Chinese government claimed she was untrustworthy
because she previously denied suffering
abuse in the camps. Ziyawudun told the
tribunal that when she did those interviews in Kazakhstan, she still faced enormous pressure from the Chinese
Communist Party, so she kept parts of
her story quiet to protect her family. But
now that she’s in the United States, she
is no longer afraid.
“Although you can see me physically
… in reality, I am dead already,” Ziyawudun said. “I am only living to see justice,
to see people saved and [not having] to
suffer what I went through. That hope
keeps me alive.”
Z I YAW U D U N’S E X P E R I E N C E with
forced IUD implantation and sterilization
was common in other camp survivors’
testimonies as well. It happened inside
camps but also in villages and cities all
over the region. Qelbinur Sidik, a teacher
at two reeducation camps, showed the
tribunal a photo of a notice her neighborhood committee sent out informing
women they needed to go on a certain
day to get an IUD inserted or their tubes
tied.
If women didn’t show up, police
threw their family members into the
camps. Unannounced IUD checks are also
common to ensure women haven’t had
them illegally removed. Authorities
check women’s blood for pregnancies
and send pregnant women to the hospital for forced abortions. Sidik said that
after turning 50 in May 2019, she was
sterilized at a hospital even though she
only had one daughter and by law was
allowed two children.
These birth control measures are part
of the government’s campaign to slash
the Uyghur birthrate in southern Xinjiang
(which has a larger population of ethnic
minorities) to reach an equal number of
Uyghurs to Han, according to a report
Zenz published in Central Asian Survey.
The plan could result in a decrease of
between 2.6 million and 4.5 million
Uyghurs by 2040, based on population
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LEFT: A facility officially known as a vocational
skills education center in Dabancheng in Xin
jiang Uyghur Autonomous Region. Police in
Dabancheng detained two Reuters journalists
for more than four hours after the photos were
taken. BELOW: Tursunay Ziyawudun.

projections conducted by Chinese
researchers. Already between 2017 and
2019, the birthrate in Xinjiang dropped
by 48 percent, a report by the Australian
Strategic Policy Institute found.
Chinese academics often discuss
diluting the ethnic population in counterterrorism literature about Xinjiang,
Zenz found. A 2017 research paper by Li
Xiaoxia, director of the Institute of
Sociology at Xinjiang Academy of Social
Sciences, noted the high concentration
of Uyghurs in southern Xinjiang was a
key contributor toward instability and
terrorism. She argued that a people
group that shares the same ethnicity,
religion, and homeland strengthens “the
viewpoint that one ethnic group owns a
[particular] land area, [thereby] weakening national identity and identification
with the Chinese Nation-Race.”
One solution for the Chinese government is to get more Han to move into
southern Xinjiang by offering high salaries or land (some confiscated from
Uyghurs). Another is a program that
moves groups of ethnic minority workers
out of southern Xinjiang to other parts
EMAIL jcheng@wng.org TWITTER @JuneCheng_World
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of Xinjiang or into mainland China. The
Nankai Report, a Chinese research report
on labor transfers from Xinjiang to other
parts of China, said the transfer is an
ideal method to “reduce Uyghur population density in Xinjiang.”
Yet the number of people transferred
isn’t enough to decrease the Uyghur
population drastically. Instead, Li said
the state must control the number of
Uyghur births. That campaign is working: Nathan Ruser, author of the Australian Strategic Policy Institute report,
said this is the most extreme drop in
birthrates since the United Nations
began collecting global fertility rate
statistics. The decline is greater than
that of the Syrian civil war and genocides
in Rwanda and Cambodia.
ZENZ CONCLUDED the Chinese government is committing genocide on Uyghurs:
The 1948 UN Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of
Genocide defines genocide as committing
any of five acts, including “imposing
measures intended to prevent births
within the group” with intent to “destroy,

in whole or in part, a national, ethnical,
racial, or religious group.”
Dolkun Isa and the other witnesses
will need to wait until December to hear
what the Uyghur Tribunal decides.
China rejected Nice’s invitation for its
own representatives to present evidence
at the tribunal. Instead it has tried to discredit the tribunal: Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesman Wang Wenbin called it
“another anti-China farce” aimed at
manipulating public opinion. In March,
China sanctioned Nice in retaliation for
British sanctions on Chinese officials over
human rights abuses in Xinjiang. China’s
nationalistic Global Times called the Tribunal a “pseudo court” that “falsifies evidence and recruits actors” paid for by the
Uyghur tribunal’s crowdfunding account.
Isa believes Beijing’s smear campaign
on the tribunal reveals that it is “very,
very, very nervous” that the panel is
impartially investigating China’s treatment of Uyghurs. He hopes the world will
take note and take action.
“We must stop this genocide,” Isa said.
“This is the moral obligation of all countries and all human beings.”
08.14.2 1
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Ultrasound
technology is a
powerful tool
against the
culture of
death—but it
has its limits
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Dr. Sandy Christiansen
performs an ultrasound at
her clinic in Frederick, Md.
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Since beginning her career as an
OB-GYN in the 1980s, Dr. Sandy
Christiansen has performed hundreds
of obstetrical ultrasounds. She knows the

drill: “We try to explain what we’re seeing.” At her Frederick,
Md., pregnancy center, she applies transducer gel to the
patient’s abdomen and talks the woman through the
ultrasound procedure: “Here you can see the uterine wall, and
inside the uterus is the gestational sac, which appears black.
Can you see the white bean-shaped structure? That is the
embryo. Do you see the flickering? That’s the baby’s heart
beating,” She points with her finger or the monitor’s arrow to
the pixelated grays and whites on the screen.
During these 15- to 20-minute show-and-tells, Christiansen sees reactions varying from shocked silence to
jaws dropping in amazement. The sonographic images
bring others to tears: “I’ve had dads faint … crumple
to the ground.” Even the ultrasound footage that can’t
show the embryo in detail, but only depicts the flickering light representing a heartbeat, is enough to help
some frightened mothers and skeptical fathers connect
with their unborn children.
“For the person who feels this [pregnancy] is just
the worst thing that’s happened to them … it’s a terrible
shock to them,” said Christiansen, national medical
director for the pro-life group Care Net. She described
that moment of seeing an unborn baby: “We desperately
want them to understand that yes, you’re in this crisis
moment, this moment where this feels impossible, but
we want to try to help you see a bigger picture … to be
52
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able to look back on that decision and say, ‘Yes … it was
tough, but I am so glad that I had this child.’”
Helping parents see that bigger picture has been a
central function of ultrasound technology since its
introduction for clinical use in the 1950s. The first prolife pregnancy center to provide ultrasounds opened
in 1985. In 2009, 52 percent of Care Net’s 1,113 affiliates
offered ultrasounds. A decade later, that number had
grown to 77 percent of that year’s 1,055.
English OB-GYN Ian Donald, who pioneered the use
of ultrasound in obstetrics after serving as a medical
officer for the Royal Air Force in World War II, saw his
legacy clearly. “If I have done nothing else in my life,”
he said in a lecture given in the last decade before his
death in 1987, “I have killed that dirty lie that the fetus
is just a nondescript meaningless jelly, disposable at
will, something to be got rid of.”
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Christiansen discusses what she sees in the ultrasound.

I talked with staff and volunteers from more than a
dozen medical pregnancy centers across America. When
I asked them for their best tool in helping abortion-prone women choose life for their unborn babies,
most named ultrasounds right away, or at least as one
of the top two. But all of the centers I spoke with
acknowledged that some who see an unborn child
bouncing and moving still choose abortion. Ultrasound
technology by itself is important but not sufficient:
Pregnancy centers are considering how to address
spiritual topics with clients.

The Alternatives Pregnancy Center sits in a

business park tucked back from a busy street in Sacramento, Calif., an 11-minute drive from a Planned
Parenthood that performs surgical abortions. The center sees clients ranging from women already parenting
to homeless women to college students pregnant for
the first time.

Nicole Manners, the client services manager, still
prays for one mid-30s woman who came to the pregnancy center last year, wearing paint-spattered overalls
and a beat-up ball cap. She had just helped a friend
paint his trailer and was planning to abort that day,
since that was when she had a ride. At the time, the
Planned Parenthood was only performing abortions
and often sent clients to Alternatives to confirm their
pregnancies before the appointment.
Alternatives provided this woman with a pregnancy
test and offered her a free ultrasound. She was in a
hurry but still agreed to the sonogram. The almost
masculine woman surprised Manners by silently weeping as she lay on the table, looking at the ultrasound
image of her first-trimester baby. But later, sitting in
the client room’s brown leatherette love seat, she told
Manners, “It doesn’t matter what I saw, and it doesn’t
matter that my heart is broken. I’m going to get an
abortion.”
At least one pregnancy center worker I spoke with
said ultrasounds’ effect on pregnant women has probably changed over the last few decades. Most women
08.14.2 1
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Christiansen displays models of a baby
at various stages of development.

today have never known a pregnancy without ultrasound images. Some grew up seeing sonograms of
themselves on the fridge. Perhaps that has desensitized
them to sonographic depictions of unborn life—but
ultrasounds have never guaranteed a choice for life.
Alofa Porter was a 19-year-old college student in
Knoxville, Tenn., when she missed a period in early
2000. After taking about five pregnancy tests that all
came out positive, she told her boyfriend and started
researching abortions. Keeping the baby never seemed
like an option: She didn’t know how she could keep
working two part-time jobs to pay her way through
college. Porter and her boyfriend worried about the
future their child would have. She was also afraid to
tell her mother, who put pressure on Porter to be an
excellent example for her 17- and 12-year-old sisters.
Porter looked up the local abortion facility in the
54
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“WE WANT TO TRY
TO HELP YOU SAY,
‘YES … IT WAS TOUGH,
BUT I AM SO GLAD
THAT I HAD THIS
CHILD.’”
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phone book and called to find out the price: around
$400. She decided to drive there to get more information.
Seemingly by accident, she ended up at the Hope
Resource Center across the street. There, she took
another pregnancy test and had a free sonogram. While
lying on the table in the ultrasound room, she looked
at the screen and saw her little bean-shaped baby. The
sonographer pointed out the flutter of a heartbeat. She
had seen an ultrasound image before, but tears still ran
down her cheeks. After she realized during counseling
that the center didn’t perform abortions and that she
was in the wrong place, she left as soon as she could
without changing her mind.
“I saw that it was life,” Porter remembers. The center had even offered her help and information about
adoption. “But I think that fear overtook me.” Within
two weeks, she aborted her baby at the facility across
the street. Porter felt instant regret. She sobbed in the
parking lot. As her boyfriend drove home, she sat
slouched in the passenger seat with her head on the
window and her face wrapped in her sweater.

mission,” said Christina Hagan, partner relations manager for ICU Mobile, a nationwide fleet of pro-life medical units. The ICU-Cuyahoga unit serves women in
parking lots and on roadsides around the Cleveland
metro area. From the outside, the converted 30-foot RV
parked down the street from the Preterm abortion facility looks like a standard medical unit. The blue signs on
the sidewalk and one-way street advertise free ultrasounds. Inside, that’s what patients with a positive pregnancy test will get, along with referrals to local
organizations that can help them during their pregnancy.

ICU-Cuyahoga’s client advocate Lydia Walker (right) and
two team members wait to welcome the next expecting
mother in need at an ICU Mobile unit in Cleveland.

Pregnancy centers offer resources and free ser-

vices, but center staffers reach a point where that help
makes little difference to some women. Manners said
the woman in the paint-spattered overalls knew about
the center’s free parenting classes and complimentary
obstetric care, but that didn’t sway her. “What can you
do at that point?” said Manners, remembering her
client. “There’s nothing we can offer.”
Christiansen said the choice some women make can
weigh heavily on counselors: “We feel so responsible if
somebody doesn’t choose to carry. At the end of the
day, I’m not in control of that. I’m not.” Christiansen
compared the experience to a person’s decision to trust
Christ: Whether or not the person makes that decision
is not up to the evangelist. Like becoming a Christ-follower, the decision to keep an unplanned pregnancy
relies on the work of the Holy Spirit: “We do what we
can … and then God will do the rest.”
That’s why many pregnancy centers incorporate
spiritual discussions into their interactions with clients.
Some include it as an add-on to their sessions with
women and say bringing up the gospel is a secondary
concern when women come to them in a crisis. A common concern is that sharing the gospel with women in
crisis pregnancies can come across as pushing an
agenda. But, for other centers, it’s a central function of
their work.
“We want to save the babies, but we also want to
save the mom eternally. That is an equally important
HANDOUT FROM ICU MOBILE
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But Michelle Grenig, the unit’s enthusiastic operations manager, said she wants women to hear not only
about the life in their wombs but also about the eternal life they could have. Depending on the client,
Grenig will touch on the good news of Christ’s sacrifice
either by sharing her own testimony, explaining what
Jesus did for sinners, or just telling the woman God
loves her. She also offers to pray for the women before
they leave. In her two years with ICU-Cuyahoga, only
one person has turned her down.
To Grenig, who has spiky red hair, the image of the
ultrasound and the truth of Scripture work in tandem.
She tells women, “You know what? This is a perfect
time in your life. You have a new life and a new beginning inside of you, and what better time to start off
with God … and raise this child to know the Lord?” As

Alofa Porter: “I had total blinders on.”
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the women leave, Grenig gives them a purple plastic
bag of books—sometimes a New Testament devotional
or a title by Max Lucado. She sometimes recommends
local churches.
Some centers put their volunteers through training
to help them address spiritual needs. First Life Center
for Pregnancy, a center in the heart of Orlando, Fla.,
uses Focus on the Heart, a Hope National curriculum
that teaches an approach based on use of Scripture and
reliance on the Holy Spirit to change the woman’s life.
First Life director Carmem Carmo sees how this gospel
focus complements the use of ultrasound technology:
“Just to show them it is a baby doesn’t bring the peace
they need to move forward with the pregnancy. That
can even overwhelm them even more.” An ultrasound
image can show the reality of unborn human life, but
the women need to know God’s love for them.
Carmo said her center’s goal is to make the fears
they’re dealing with smaller and their hope in Christ
bigger: “The problem is not the pregnancy. The problem is not the baby. The problem is, where is her heart?
Where is her focus? So when Jesus gets ahold of her
heart, her life changes.”
The Alternatives Pregnancy Center also tries to
prioritize the gospel in its interactions with clients.
When and how to present the gospel varies, depending
on whether a woman has given staffers permission to
talk about spiritual things. But client services director
Manners knows the gospel is crucial: “Generally, women
who recognize their forgiveness and recognize their
Savior are going to see their children in a different
light.” Sometimes, that change in perspective happens
without the help of an ultrasound machine.
Manners remembers one woman who visited Alternatives in the past year: an older mom who already had
teen children and called herself a Christian but was
adamant that she would get an abortion. The woman
was unmarried and knew the shame of what she had
done. Manners asked her to consider what God thought
of her decision to abort. The woman said she knew it
would be wrong to get an abortion but refused to pray
about it and wouldn’t watch the educational video that
explains an abortion procedure.
During the ultrasound, the woman jerked her head
to the side and covered her face with her hands. After
the sonogram, she didn’t want to take home prints of
her unborn baby or any of her paperwork. But she did
allow Manners to pray for her back in the client room.
When the woman left, Manners didn’t expect to hear
from her again, anticipating that she would get an abortion. But a few weeks later, the woman returned. Still
pregnant, she was asking for guidance about pursuing
HANDOUT
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adoption because she had chosen to continue her pregnancy. Since she hadn’t looked at the ultrasound and
had been so unreceptive to any other help the center
initially offered, Manners asked what had changed her
mind. “It was just you guys,” said the woman. “It was
you guys praying for me.”
She ended up miscarrying, and Manners said the
mother was heartbroken. But the decision to keep her
baby seemed to mark a turning point in her spiritual
life: “She did say she’s seeking the Lord much more
deeply and in fellowship with her church community.”

After Alofa Porter’s abortion in early 2000, the

image of her bean-shaped baby on the ultrasound screen
replayed in her mind. Getting a positive pregnancy test
was one thing, she said, but the ultrasound confirmed
without a shadow of a doubt that the thing inside of
her was a baby.
“I knew how wrong it was,” said Porter. “But I don’t
understand why I couldn’t see that beforehand, even
with—like—an intervention.” It wasn’t until after her
EMAIL lsavas@wng.org TWITTER @leahsavas
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Many pregnancy centers, like Christiansen’s, incorporate spiritual
discussions and prayer into their interactions with clients.

abortion that the reality of that ultrasound image struck
her fully. She said knowing she had seen that ultrasound
made her guilt even worse: “Leading up to [the abortion], I wish it had affected me more. I don’t know why
it didn’t. I mean, that’s all I can say: I had total blinders
on.”
Porter doesn’t recall if the pregnancy center she
visited in Knoxville discussed spiritual things with her
during her unplanned visit, and she didn’t return there
after her abortion. She married her boyfriend. Now they
have two teenage children. Even though she attended
church regularly as an adult, it wasn’t until she went to
a post-abortion recovery retreat in July 2017 that she
realized Christ had taken the penalty for her abortion
upon Himself too: “Understanding that I’m forgiven in
Jesus Christ … ultimately, that’s the only thing—the only
thing—that has gotten me on the other side of it.” 
08.14.2 1
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PRO-LIFE MOVEMENT
WORLD’s coverage of the battle for the
unborn highlights the highs and lows of a
movement with often unexpected allies
BY LEAH SAVAS

Pro-life advocates rally during
the 2017 March for Life.
DREW ANGERER/GETTY IMAGES
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N THE 1990S, a few of the most visible faces of the
pro-life movement were murderers. An unknown
gunman in 1998 shot abortionist Barnett Slepian
through the kitchen window of his Buffalo, N.Y.,
home. The bullet hit his chest as he chatted with
his wife and boys over an evening bowl of soup. He
died less than two hours later on that Friday night
in October.
By the next spring, law enforcement had found a DNA
match between a hair on the crime scene and one from a
Jersey City apartment. The red hair and apartment once
belonged to James Kopp, an activist involved in the pro-life
movement’s sit-ins and abortion facility blockades. That
May, law enforcement named him a suspect in the killing.
The next month, he made the FBI’s 10 Most Wanted list.
He wasn’t the movement’s first notorious face. In 1993,
activist Michael Griffin shot and killed abortionist David
Gunn in the parking lot of the Pensacola abortion facility
where he worked. Shootings in 1994 left another abortionist and two abortion facility workers dead, adding the
names of pro-lifers Paul Hill and John Salvi to the list of
killers of abortionists.
Nine months before Kopp pulled the trigger on the SKS
assault rifle in the woods behind Slepian’s house, WORLD
ran its first Roe v. Wade anniversary issue, commemorating
the 25th anniversary of the Supreme Court decision that
legalized abortion across the country and brought exponential growth to the pro-life movement. WORLD later
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covered Slepian’s murder and noted how it had become a
distraction from facing the millions of deaths of unborn
children. In the years since, WORLD has continued to cover
the pro-life movement at its worst and best, revealing a
contingent of often unexpected allies—former abortion
workers, Democrats, and people who don’t call themselves
pro-life but who don’t like abortion—and a cause that
seems to grow the most in a hostile environment.

T

HINGS DIDN’T LOOK GOOD for the pro-life
movement in the 1990s. The year before the
parking lot shooting in Pensacola, the Supreme
Court dealt a blow to a hopeful pro-life movement when it issued its June decision in Planned
Parenthood v. Casey. With two new conservative justices on the bench, pro-lifers had hoped
to see the Pennsylvania abortion restrictions
at issue in the case lead to a reversal of Roe v. Wade. But
the majority opinion explicitly reaffirmed the 1973 decision.
That wasn’t the only trouble facing the movement. Its
public image was suffering too. Only 33 percent of Americans who responded to a 1995 Gallup poll identified themselves as pro-life—perhaps because the term was
distasteful to many. The movement at the time had received
the most press attention for sitting en masse in front of
abortionists’ cars, pouring glue into the locks of facility
doors, and—in rare but highly publicized circumstances—
shooting abortionists. All the while, the babies they were

GETTY IMAGES
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LEFT: Two sheriff’s officers lead James Kopp into court for the
murder of Barnett Slepian. CENTER: Paul Hill (top) and John
Salvi. RIGHT: Rep. Charles Canady stands next to a poster
illustrating partial-birth abortion in 1995.

trying to save kept dying. Abortion numbers hit an all-time
high in 1990 at 1,608,600.
But soon a new image entered the American conscience:
that of the unborn baby and its death at the hand of abortionists. In June 1995, U.S. Rep. Charles Canady, R-Fla.,
presented a bill proposing to ban a particularly graphic
type of abortion known as “intact dilation and extraction”
or “partial-birth abortion.” That July, one of the bill’s
supporters—Ohio Congressman Tony Hall—received a
letter from a nurse who had witnessed these kinds of
abortions while working for three days at the Women’s
Medical Center in Dayton, Ohio, run by late-term abortionist Martin Haskell.
Nurse Brenda Pratt Shafer described one of these abortions in detail, writing that Haskell used forceps to pull
the baby’s legs into the birth canal and then delivered the
baby up to the neck. “The baby’s body was moving,” wrote
the nurse. “His little fingers were clasping together. He
was kicking his feet. All the while his little head was still
stuck inside.”
The abortionist then stuck scissors into the back of the
baby’s head and used a suction tube to extract the baby’s
brains. After delivering the rest of the baby, “He threw

HILL: PETER COSGROVE/AP; SALVI: JAY MALONSON/AP; CANADY: GREG GIBSON/AP
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the baby in a pan,” where Shafer saw the baby move. She
said watching the process almost made her throw up.
Hall circulated the letter in October. Other members of
Congress disputed its contents, but supporters of the bill
to ban partial-birth abortion pointed out that Haskell himself indirectly corroborated key portions of Shafer’s account
in previous descriptions of his procedures. Shafer—formerly
an abortion proponent who had been considering staying
full time at Haskell’s clinic—later recounted the same events
in testimonies before congressional subcommittees, including one that WORLD reprinted in part in 2000.
Although the ban didn’t become law until 2003, after
George W. Bush replaced Democrat Bill Clinton in the White
House, descriptions of the gruesome abortion method
worked in favor of the pro-life cause. In May 1999, WORLD
pointed to a Gallup poll showing that 61 percent of Americans supported the ban, up from 55 percent in 1997.
Pro-abortion groups immediately challenged the ban
after Bush signed it, but the days it spent in court only
further exposed the brutal practice. Despite pro-abortion
leanings, federal Judge Richard Casey probed witnesses
in the New York trial of the 2003 law. One abortionist
testified in spring 2004 about what he saw during one of
these abortions:
“What they did, they delivered the fetus intact until
the head was lodged in the cervix,” the abortionist
explained. “Then they reached up and crushed it. They
used forceps to crush the skull.”
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“Like a cracker that they use to crack a lobster shell?”
Casey asked.
The abortionist clarified: “Like an end of tongs you
use to pick up a salad, except they are thick enough and
heavy enough to crush the skull.”
Casey then stated the obvious: “Except in this case you
are not picking up a salad, you are crushing a baby’s skull.”
WORLD reported on this and other exchanges from
the Casey trial but found that only one daily newspaper
ran the Associated Press report detailing the judge’s probing questions. No TV networks covered the trial.
Casey called partial-birth abortion “gruesome, brutal,
barbaric and uncivilized,” but in August 2004 he still ruled
against the ban. The Supreme Court ultimately upheld
the law when it weighed in on the issue in 2007. After the
decision came down that April, WORLD quoted former
Pennsylvania Sen. Rick Santorum, who had sponsored the
2003 Partial-Birth Abortion Ban in the Senate: “With
partial-birth abortion, you can’t miss the baby. … It’s not
a ‘blob of tissue.’ It’s a little baby with arms and legs and
feet and eyes and a nose. Because of the PBA debate, there
is now a very cognitive process that people have to go
through when analyzing what abortion means to them.”
That was something Judge Casey could likely attest to, as
could thousands of other Americans.

T

HE DEMOCRATIC PARTY, for one, had already
begun asking itself what the procedure signified. In summer 2004, the party’s platform
committee added a section scolding Republican
pro-life efforts and axed a portion that cited
“respect” for “the individual conscience of
each American on this difficult issue,” referring
to abortion. But Democratic presidential candidate John Kerry failed to take the White House from
incumbent Bush in the 2004 election, and the party began
to reconsider its party platform. The week after Thanksgiving, Kerry advised party loyalists in a closed-door
meeting to welcome more pro-life candidates into the
party and to make sure voters knew Democrats didn’t like
abortion. The audience gasped.
By early 2005 party officials were finally returning
phone calls to Democrats for Life president Kristen Day.
“This election was a wake-up call for a lot of people,” Day
said. Her group authored an initiative presented by Democratic Congressman Lincoln Davis that April, proposing
to provide avenues to dissuade women from having abortions with the goal of cutting abortions by 95 percent. In
2008, the party platform included a statement calling for
policies to “reduce the need for abortions.” Even Hillary
Clinton in her vying to win the 2008 presidential election
expressed “respect” for those who opposed abortion.
Somehow, radical abortion became the fringe as formerly fringe pro-lifers advanced to majority status. In
2010, WORLD reported the results of a Gallup poll show-
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ing the drastic shift in public opinion since before the
partial-birth abortion ban: The formerly 33 percent of
pro-lifers in 1995 grew to 44 percent in 2008 and then 51
percent in 2009.
WORLD reported the personal stories that contributed
to this shift in public opinion. For many, the game-changer
appeared to be the visual reality of abortion and of the
tiny humans it kills. That’s what did it for Chris Kan, 28.
From his vantage point in the New York financial world
he had seen the “pro-choice” side as the civilized and
intellectual position. All that changed when he saw a video
depicting fetal development followed by an abortion and
its aftermath: “mangled limbs … on a surgical counter,” a
“severed head in … gloved hands,” WORLD reported. Kan
began training to be a counselor at the Midtown Pregnancy
Support Center near Grand Central Station a month later
and soon planned to add baby showers to his repertoire.

A

MONG THE WITNESSES of abortion’s evils that
WORLD highlighted were some women who
would never have a chance to attend post-abortion counseling because their own abortion
experiences killed them along with their unborn
babies. One of those was Holly Patterson, a
blonde 18-year-old high-school graduate and
Macy’s employee who took the abortion pill
RU-486 in September 2003, two years after the FDA
approved the drug for chemical abortions. As WORLD
reported that October, Patterson died from septic shock
seven days after taking the drug, provided to her by
Planned Parenthood. A friend said Patterson and her
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LEFT: John Kerry signs autographs for pro-abortion supporters
during his 2004 campaign. RIGHT: Monty Patterson holds a
photo of his daughter, Holly, who died after taking RU-486.

boyfriend had researched the pill on the internet: “They
were told no one in the country had died of this. But we
later found out that’s not true.”
Her father, Monty Patterson, didn’t even know his
daughter was pregnant until moments before her death at
the hospital. For years after her death, Patterson pushed
to get the FDA to issue warnings about the drug, which
had killed other women both before and after his daughter.
He set up a website to highlight the health risks of the
abortion pill. “The website isn’t about the abortion debate,”
Patterson insisted in a 2011 WORLD article, since he believed
women should have a choice to abort. But he said, “No
woman should have to risk her life or health because she
lacks factual and accurate medical abortion information.”
Georgette Forney, co-founder of a post-abortion recovery group called the Silent No More Awareness Campaign,
said abortion still isn’t acceptable, even decades after Roe
v. Wade. And for many women, Forney said, the pain of
the abortion doesn’t get any better decades after the
procedure. Forney would know: She had an abortion at
16 and didn’t find healing until almost two decades later.
As WORLD reported, the pro-life movement found
many unexpected allies throughout the early 2000s, but
polarization grew again around the 2016 election. The
Democratic National Convention that year went more
liberal than ever on abortion by calling for the repeal of
the Hyde Amendment, a historically bipartisan budget
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rider that since 1976 had kept taxpayer money from directly
funding abortion. Meanwhile, presidential candidates
Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton during their final presidential debate displayed sharp opposition on abortion.
Trump’s presidential administration took executive
actions that pro-lifers praised, but some regretted his
association with the pro-life movement because of his
polarizing personality and degrading comments toward
women. That association in some ways undid progress
made since pro-lifers had distanced themselves from shooters like James Kopp. “We get lumped in with Donald
Trump, and I don’t know if that is going to have a positive,
long-lasting effect for people who are going to outlast
Donald Trump for fighting for the pro-life movement,”
Weeseetsa Maeding, a staff member at a Sacramento, Calif.,
pregnancy center, told WORLD in 2020.
Progressive groups, though, keep pushing out pro-lifers. Today, the radical pro-abortion administration under
President Joe Biden is further alienating pro-life Democrats
by pushing to make abortion—even unsafe at-home chemical abortions—easier and more accessible.
But even in a hostile political environment, pro-life
state legislatures continue to make bold strides in 2021.
They may break the 2011 record for passing pro-life bills,
in the hope that a favorable Supreme Court ruling in an
upcoming case out of Mississippi will allow that legislation
to take hold. Meanwhile, in today’s pandemic era, WORLD
has reported on the increased need for the help of pregnancy centers. Since lockdowns began in spring 2020,
women taking the abortion pill at home are asking for
abortion pill reversal at record numbers.
Another bright side: Surgical abortion facilities have
continued a gradual decline, and the latest data from the
Guttmacher Institute show that abortions in 2017 were
down to 862,320, almost half of the all-time high in 1990,
although the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s
latest incomplete data show a 1 percent increase from 2017
to 2018.
Cutting through these numbers, life ultimately comes
down to the everyday decisions of individuals. As WORLD’s
coverage has shown, those decisions aren’t easy, and making the right choice is not a fix-all.
Another mother, profiled in 2014, never even considered abortion for her son whom doctors predicted would
have problems, but some would later question her implicit
decision for life. Christian was born to Lacey and Chris
Buchanan with cleft eyes that never formed. Lacey posted
a picture of him on her Facebook page, and an acquaintance called the permanently blind baby “a drain on society.” The Facebook friend scolded Lacey for not aborting.
In the early stages of Christian’s life, Lacey became mad
at God after repeated experiences of people in public
whispering about or pointing at Christian. But, as Lacey
told WORLD, “All of the sudden it hit me that I should be
thankful that Christian is even alive.”
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AGAINST THE ODDS
IN AN OLYMPIC POOL

Rel i gi o n

Enduring a medical impairment, gold
medalist swimmer Bowe Becker navigated
a winding course to Tokyo
by Sharon Dierberger

ODD ANDERSEN/AFP VIA GETTY IMAGES
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AT THE NEVADA swim club finals in 2011,
14-year-old Bowe Becker stepped onto
the starting block, waiting for his
50-meter freestyle race to begin. The
competitor next to him looked over and
said, “I don’t know why you’re even here.
I’ve got this race.” Becker calmly

Bowe Becker (left) celebrates with U.S. teammates Blake Pieroni and Caeleb Dressel after
winning the gold in the men’s 4x100 freestyle
relay swimming event at the Tokyo Olympics.
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replied, “Well, we’ll see.” Becker won the
race—and every year thereafter that he
swam it.
Now at age 24, he has won a gold
medal swimming at the Tokyo Olympics.
But Becker’s course to Tokyo was
anything but straight. He deals daily with
physical limitations he only recently
began talking about publicly.
After surgery for tearing a knee
meniscus playing lacrosse when he was
11, Becker learned he had spondylitis, a
degenerative disease that particularly
affects his knees. He had to give up
high-impact sports, but doctors told him
he could swim.
He initially hated swimming. But
eventually, he embraced it, despite the
medical treatments necessary to keep
him moving.
His knees swell—often so badly he
can’t bend them—so doctors must drain
fluid. Every six weeks he gets drug infusions to reduce flare-ups. His rheumatologist must change his medications

Becker in the men’s 4x100 freestyle relay heats
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often because their effectiveness
decreases over time. The current one
can provoke headaches and nausea,
reduce his energy, and make him feel
like he’s swimming in cement. His last
infusion was in Hawaii while training
with the Olympic team before heading
to Japan.
“When he’s feeling good, he’s feeling
good,” his mother, Barbara Becker, told
me before his Olympic competition. “But
we just never know when that will be. It’s
unpredictable.”
She said sometimes he wonders how
much better he could do if he didn’t have
spondylitis, thinking of competitions he’s
missed because of flare-ups. “It’s frustrating for him.” she said.
But Barbara said he dreamed of going
to the Olympics to give hope to others
suffering from the same disease.
As a teenager he swam with the Sandpipers of Nevada swim club and also at
Faith Lutheran High School in Las Vegas.
Faith’s coach, Stephen Blank, said he
encouraged balance for Becker, as he
does for all students, trying to provide
what he might not get in the club setting,
where grueling workouts prepare swimmers for rigorous competition. He
reminds swimmers to laugh, for example,
and to pray before meets. He said Becker

never complained about his body aching
or mentioned spondylitis.
Becker wasn’t expecting to swim in
college, but when a University of Minnesota recruiter arrived at the Sandpipers
club to consider another swimmer, he
saw Becker’s clean, efficient stroke and
recruited him. In 2019, Becker graduated
with numerous awards including
All-American, Big 10 champion, and Academic All Big 10.
When COVID-19 hit last year, Becker,
with nowhere to swim, thought his swimming days were over. He began applying
to become a police officer. “I really thought
I was going to be done with swimming
altogether,” he would later tell reporters.
But former Olympic gold medalist
Jason Lezak of the International Swimming League called to say he had a spot
for Becker with a monthly stipend. With
that opportunity, Becker dove back into
the pool.
In June, he finished fifth in the 100meter freestyle at the U.S. Olympic Trials
in Omaha and qualified for the Olympic
4x100 freestyle relay. At the Olympic
preliminary heats in Tokyo, his fast split
time earned him a finals spot.
At the finals on July 25, starting swimmer Caeleb Dressel gave the U.S. relay
team a strong lead. Blake Pieroni lost
then regained the lead during the second
leg. A short 0.05 seconds after Pieroni
touched the wall, Becker rocketed off the
block. He increased the advantage for
anchor swimmer Zach Apple, who finished strong, clinching a gold medal
victory for the team.
The U.S. won the race in 3 minutes,
8.97 seconds—the third-fastest time in
history.
Later, Becker confessed to NBC’s Lester Holt, “If you asked me nine months
ago if I was going to be sitting here, I
would have laughed at you because I actually was pretty much retired from swimming. ... Normally you do not take six
months off and then try to say, ‘Oh, I’m
going to try to make the Olympic trials.’”
In a conversation Barbara had with
her son a few days before his first Olympic race, she mentioned she’d heard the
Russians were expected to excel in the
relay. Becker told her, “Mom, I’m not
going to worry about that.”
He was right again.
PHOTO BY DAVID G. MCINTYRE/GENESIS
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BUILDING FAMILIES

A tragic miscarriage and a blue-eyed baby girl started Paul and Robin
Pennington on a lifelong track of adoption work
by Grace Snell in Austin, Texas

I

n a world where people chase moments of viral fame, the
extraordinary are the faithful workers who quietly pursue their calling day after day, year after year, decade
after decade. For some, that calling involves a particular
job, a certain neighborhood, or a social wrong they seek
to right. For the couple in this story, it meant adopting
children and supporting others in their adoption journey.
This story is first in a series about people who persevere.
IN 1984, A TUBAL PREGNANCY and subsequent miscarriage
left 23-year-old Robin Pennington unable to have children
naturally. She and her husband, Paul, already had a toddler
but longed for more children. They decided to look into
adoption even though it seemed impossible: Their house
was too small, and they couldn’t afford the $6,500 adoption
fee. But Robin’s dad offered to help cover the cost. On the

PHOTO BY KEVIN VANDIVIER/GENESIS
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same day of their home study—social
workers scrutinizing and approving their
house—the Penningtons brought home
a 3-day-old baby girl, bald and blue-eyed.
Over the next 14 years, they adopted
four more children, three of them from
Korea. Still, the Penningtons never
thought of themselves as perfect candidates for adoption, especially since Paul
suffered from severe coronary heart disease, undergoing his first angioplasty at
age 35. Yet, each time, things worked out.
Adoption, which had seemed out of
reach, became a defining part of their
lives. Now they have 12 living grandchildren, three of whom are adopted.
In 2001, the Penningtons started Hope
for Orphans to teach and support
08.14.2 1
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families and churches involved with
adoption. They put 360,000 miles on
their Toyota Sienna traveling to conferences across the country. Piled in the
back of the car, the Pennington kids
homeschooled and survived on Veggie
Tales and chicken nuggets. The constant
demands of ministry took a toll, especially on the three youngest children.
Sometimes, they begged their parents
not to answer another phone call.
At the beginning of their adoption
journey, the Penningtons thought a loving, gospel-centered home guaranteed
a happy ending. But as their children
grew, they learned that adopted kids
show up with the same deceitful hearts,
besetting sins, and need for a Savior as
everyone else. Each child came with
unique needs, backgrounds, and predispositions. Some wanted to connect with
birth parents. Others didn’t.
Some discoveries were difficult:
During a Q&A session in front of an audience, one daughter said adoption felt
like being raised by neighbors. The Penningtons had never realized she felt that
way. Another child moved to a homeless
shelter and said living on the streets felt
normal.
Listening to her children and hearing
from struggling parents have made
Robin more careful about how she pre
sents adoption. She still talks about its
positives but also talks about its pain.
Adoptive parents do not need fairy-tale
success stories, she says. They need other
parents to get off pedestals and be honest about their own struggles. She’s
become a sought-after counselor
because “we’ve been through everything.”
If the Penningtons were just starting
out, they would do some things differently. They’d spend less time on the road
and prioritize their children more. Still,
they hold on to the good things: Recently,
a son called from a Cracker Barrel to say
he missed them. The restaurant had
reminded him of their traveling days.
Through it all, Robin encourages
other families to invite God into their
struggles and mistakes: “Life’s just hard.
Those are the things that bring us to the
Lord.” 
—Grace Snell is a graduate of the World Journalism Institute and a WORLD intern
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CARRYING COMFORT
TO SURFSIDE
Churches and ministries offer
help and healing to first responders
and families of victims in the
Surfside, Fla., condo collapse
by Laura G. Singleton

F

ATHER JUAN SOSA pastors St. Joseph Catholic Church less
than half a mile from Champlain Towers South, the condominium that collapsed on June 24 in Surfside, Fla. In
1992, Sosa pastored a church in Kendall, 20 miles north of
where Hurricane Andrew made landfall, razing whole
neighborhoods. But that Category 5 storm didn’t approach
what he has faced in recent weeks, he says: “People lost
homes, but nothing compared to so many people dying.”
As of mid-July, Sosa had presided over three funerals
for eight people associated with his congregation who died
in the collapse, including a family of four and a family of
three. A funeral for a married couple was scheduled for
later that week. “We have evolved from shock to grief,”

Search and rescue personnel participate in a memorial
to the victims of Champlain Towers South.
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says Sosa. The death toll, at 98, represents nearly 2 percent of Surfside’s
official population.
St. Joseph and other churches and
Christian organizations are among the
groups helping victims’ families and first
responders recover after the Champlain
Towers disaster. While Sosa and area
pastors minister within their congregations, others have taken to the streets to
offer comfort, and organizations like the
Salvation Army and Catholic Charities
offered services at the Family Assistance
Center established in Surfside.
The international backgrounds of
many residents of the towers brought an
unusual dimension to the local tragedy.
Staffers from Catholic Charities met individuals who flew in from South America
and Europe seeking information about
loved ones. Peter Routsis-Arroyo, CEO of
Catholic Charities in the Archdiocese of
Miami, said crisis counseling formed a
significant portion of the agency’s work.
At CASA Church, less than half a mile
north of the Champlain Towers, staff
member Yoana Lotta recalls how church
leaders gathered the day after the tragedy, wondering how to help. They drew
from resources on hand, pulling together
snacks and drinks from the church cafeteria to distribute as they walked the
neighborhood. They found exhausted first
responders, some waking from sleeping
in their trucks, who were thrilled to have
a hot cup of coffee. “The small gesture
really impacted them,” says Lotta.
CASA continued to organize volunteers in two five-hour shifts each day to
walk the streets surrounding the secured
area near the collapse site. They carried
coolers and offered Gatorade, water, and
snacks to police and other workers laboring full days in the hot sun.
Lotta said CASA focused on helping
the first responders, given that the community was already offering many
resources to the families of victims: As of
July 22, the Support Surfside Fund, established by a partnership of community
foundations, had raised more than $4.5
million and distributed over $800,000
to families affected by the disaster,
according to a press release. Routsis-Arroyo noted that Catholic Charities helps
“fill in the cracks” and has paid expenses
not covered by other agencies, such as

WE HAVE
EVOLVED
FROM SHOCK
TO GRIEF.

funeral or burial costs. Sosa has also
assisted donors with channeling gifts to
needs for individual families.
Lutheran Church Charities (LCC)
sent a team of its K-9 Comfort Dogs to
Surfside. The team—nine trained golden
retrievers and their handlers mobilized
from churches in six states—arrived at
the Surfside memorial site the morning
of July 7, hoping to connect with first
responders. But they weren’t sure where
they might meet them.
“It was as if God just said, ‘I’ll take
care of that,’” recalls Bonnie Fear, LCC’s
crisis response coordinator. During a
shift change, search and rescue crew

members saw the dogs and, with smiles
on their faces, made a beeline for them
across a busy street. “Some cried, some
laughed. We just prayed with them. They
definitely wanted prayer,” says Fear.
Later that day, officials announced the
site would transition to a recovery operation—any hope of finding survivors was
gone. The K-9 team remained an encouraging presence over the next five days.
LCC also provided markers to place at the
memorial with the name of each victim—a
white post topped by a blue heart, displaying the text of Psalm 34:18 (“The Lord
is near to the brokenhearted and saves
the crushed in spirit.”)
Long-term support remains critical,
as Routsis-Arroyo estimates at least 100
families displaced by the building’s
destruction will need housing—hard to
find in Miami. Officials have also evacuated other local buildings after conducting structural inspections prompted by
the tragedy. One such building housed
primarily low-income elderly residents.
Catholic Charities is helping with housing case management, security deposits,
and connections with landlords.
As the impact of the tragedy sinks in,
Lotta of CASA Church feels the atmosphere in the community is shifting. “It’s
more like a remembrance,” she says. “The
pain will always be there.”
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Old letters

How do you know
what to keep and what
to let go?

I

N THE SPRING, when kings go off to war (2 Samuel 11:1) and women of a certain generation wash
their windows, I was fed up with the attic. Excess
coats went to the thrift store, obsolete computers got the heave-ho, and brand-new rollerblades
purchased on impulse after my husband died in
1999 will go to someone more realistic. I plunged
in headfirst, and downstairs residents saw little
of me till the deed was done.
My maternal grandmother, before she died, threw
out all the family photos. What she missed my mother
tossed before she died. My husband, aware of my history,
looks nervous as I pass him on the steps with face set
like flint on multiple trips to the car. I have assured him
I’m doing us all a favor.
Beware the words “We’ll just put it in the attic,” a
casual magical incantation that has landed me with
other people’s furniture (I’m sure C. has forgotten the
dining room set) and adult children’s old boyfriends’
artwork. Nevertheless, Jesus said to “let your yes be
yes” so these must stay till I address the owners.
I see clutter as a cancer, ravenous and unappeasable.
“Three things are never satisfied; four never say,
‘Enough’: Sheol, the barren womb, the land never satisfied with water, and the fire that never says, ‘Enough’”
(Proverbs 30:15-16). If ancient Israelites had had attics,
there would have been five on the list.
The thing with attics, as with life, is that you don’t
realize how much you have to clean out until you start
cleaning out. You always knew it was a little bit messy
up there, but you were managing, after all. Stepping
clumsily around land mines all the time, but managing,
after a fashion. The Lord is not so lax: “Let us cleanse
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YOU DON’T REALIZE HOW
MUCH YOU HAVE TO CLEAN
OUT UNTIL YOU START
CLEANING OUT.

ourselves from every defilement of body and spirit” (2
Corinthians 7:1).
I am keeping, unapologetically, the two shelves of
vintage American history books collected over years
of old bookstore haunting. This may seem inconsistent
with my mission, but since the powers that be are rewriting the past in our day, these will be for an Ebenezer,
that whoever finds them when I am gone might know
there was America the Bright and Shining Light, and
not America the Shameful.
My cousin’s son’s house burned to the ground this
year, with whatever 42 years of living deemed essential
collectibles, whose loss I suppose he will mourn one by
one. But you see, she and I have been praying for his
salvation for ages. To her credit, she sees only one thing
as essential and this severe pruning as God stripping
everything so as to give him everything. May it be so.
The letters pose the greatest challenge. A decade
ago I bit the bullet and threw out large twined bundles
of my sister’s red/blue border airmail letters from
England, dating from 1972, thinking it a spiritual discipline: “forgetting what lies behind, and straining
forward to what lies ahead” (Philippians 3:13). I have
always regretted it. My thought at the time was that we
Christians living in the last days have absolutely no time
for wallowing in sentimentality, that realistically, I
would never read them again.
The funny thing is, I probably never would have
read them again.
My elder son once made an astute off-the-cuff comment about love letters I was hoarding: “You pore over
every jot and tittle as if each word were infused with
deep meaning. Why, if he had stepped away for a drink
of water, and returned to the page again, he would have
penned an altogether different line than what he wrote.”
Or words to that effect. Thus his caution about putting
too much weight on human pledges of undying love.
This brings us to the Bibles. What is the proper
disposal of a tattered Bible, I do not know. One thing I
know: We have permission, when the Author is divine,
to see infinity of depth in every word. The pledges of
undying love.
EMAIL aseupeterson@wng.org
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Voices M A RV I N O L A S KY

Nuggets in a
gold mine
Reporting through
the Creator’s lens

G

OD’S WORLD NEWS is 40 years old this month,
but in some ways WORLD’s journalistic philosophy is a throwback to a newspaper, The
Standard, started nearly 150 years ago in the
Netherlands by Abraham Kuyper. We believe,
as did Kuyper, that God objectively knows His
creation better than any human can, so we
should report with Biblical objectivity rather
than our own or someone else’s subjectivity.
There’s also not a person whom God cannot claim,
when He providentially chooses to do so. Kuyper—a
pioneering theologian, gutsy newspaper editor, and
prime minister of the Netherlands from 1901 to 1905—
became a Christian from reading a potboiler of a novel,
The Heir of Redclyffe by Charlotte Yonge.
Here’s a little backstory. Kuyper in the middle of the
19th century studied literature and philosophy at Leiden
University and “cast himself into the arms of barest
radicalism.” Regarding Jesus, Kuyper told his fiancée,
Johanna, who was five years younger than him, “To me
he is a man and nothing but a man. … The rational and
religious feeling in us is God. … To me forgiveness
through the blood of Christ is completely unintelligible.”
Kuyper became a doctor of theology in 1862 after
writing a dissertation supporting liberal views over
those of John Calvin. That year, at age 25, he criticized
Johanna’s literary taste but married her anyway: “A girl
who can frankly admit that she doesn’t care for Shakespeare. … Turn back from this smooth way, my dear,
dearest Johanna. I pray, I abjure you! Shake yourself
awake!” Nevertheless, Johanna gave him a recent bestseller, The Heir of Redclyffe.
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WE BELIEVE THAT GOD
OBJECTIVELY KNOWS
HIS CREATION BETTER
THAN ANY HUMAN CAN.

The novel’s two main characters are Philip, a proud,
ambitious honors student, and his saintly cousin Guy.
The two young men, touring Italy, hear that an epidemic
has hit the northwest area they planned to visit. Guy
wisely changes direction but Philip plunges ahead,
stating, “If a fever prevails among the half-starved
peasantry, it need not affect well-fed healthy persons.”
The plot from here on is predictable: Philip becomes
badly ill, Guy goes to him and nurses him back to health,
then becomes ill himself and dies. Philip then compares
his own pride and malevolence with Guy’s splendid
character and realizes he needs Christ: “He knelt down,
with bowed head, and hands clasped.” It’s clichéd fiction, but God used it: Kuyper later wrote, “In the
crushed Philip my own heart was devastated, as if each
of his words of self-condemnation cut through my soul
as a judgment on my own ambitions and character.”
So Kuyper knelt: “From that moment on I despised
what I used to admire and sought what I had dared to
despise.” He started going to church and during the
next five years moved toward accepting Biblical
accounts as fact rather than high-minded fiction. In
1867 he spoke of Jesus’ resurrection as a literal event
rather than metaphor. That year he wrote his first article for a national audience, titling it “What Must We
Do?” He said each person needs to choose between a
Biblical worldview and a “heathen, humanistic” one.
In 1872 Kuyper founded The Standard and praised
the “revelation of His will which we have in God’s Word.
… Human insight must yield to God’s pronouncements.”
He said “our opponents do not believe God Himself has
spoken. We confess that He has.” And when He has, the
battle is clear: “The Gospel versus the Revolution!”
Kuyper acknowledged that applying the Bible to
situations as they arise is not always easy: “Scripture
contains God’s ordinances—that is, his eternal and
unchangeable principles—but mostly in mixed form,
like nuggets in a gold mine.” Nevertheless, the Bible is
our source for “sound and comprehensive knowledge.”
We report God’s world through the lens its Creator
provides: Lessons derived either from history or our
own reason are secondary.
As Kuyper wrote, “Neither history nor legal science
nor philosophy of law, as far as we can judge, offers a
reliable starting point for knowledge of the true, sound,
eternal principles of justice.”
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